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Since Long Museum (West Bund) opened on 28th March 
2014, the museum has held a series of exhibitions of works 
from the collections as well as worldwide masterpieces. But 
I have not forgotten the place where we are, Shanghai. On 
the first anniversary of the founding of Long Museum (West 
Bund), I launched the 'Guest Curator Exhibitions Project' 
project, which has begun with Shanghai. We aim to invite 
top domestic artists to hold solo exhibitions, so that they 
can put their artistic powers into practice, show their talent, 
and present feasts of art to the public.
Ding Yi, a calm and precise artist, has devoted himself to 
drawing the “Appearance of Crosses” for decades. The 
combination of “+” and “×” appears over and over in his 
paintings, in which he has discarded technique and pictorial 
narrative. Simplicity and meaninglessness from the starting 
point of Ding Yi’s art practice, and the final visual experience 
is already beyond the image itself.  Arbitrariness and 
deliberation, concretization and abstraction, are all mixed 
up together in his paintings. The symbols he uses to create 
artworks are the simplest ones, but they provide the most 
complex association of ideas.
I believe this is the reason his works impressed me. Two 
pieces of Ding Yi’s work were displayed in the opening 
exhibition “Re-View” in 2014. I often saw people standing 
in front of these two canvases trying to figure out the cross 
structure in the pictures. Moreover, I kept hearing comments 
from the audience, such as “Why do these simple symbols 
provide such strong visual effects once they're combined 
together?” And I think this is the role art should play. The 
most sincere and touching beauty of art should be presented 
to a broad public, which is also one of the original aimes my 
husband and I had when we founded the museum. 
When night coming on, and the neon lights start to twinkle, 
the city is segmented into an integrated and irregular picture 
as you overlook it. It seems like the entire city has melted 
into one of Ding Yi’s images. All you can do is to enjoy it, 
and finally immersed in it, allow the image to question or to 
state to deliver answers or explanations to you.
It is my great honor to invite Dr. Shane McCausland from 
SOAS, University of London to curate this exhibition. Dr. 
McCausland is a Chinese art history specialist. He has made 
an all-round analysis of Ding Yi’s work from the perspective 
of visual culture and the language of images. When I was 
informed that Dr. McCausland had titled the exhibition as 
“What‘s Left to Appear”, my heart was firmly captured and 
I whispered this name to myself several times. Because this is 
a name full of Zen. Although a picture is still, it will present 
different features when viewed by different audiences. There 
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are a hundred and one Ding Yi's in a hundred people’s eyes, 
and the extra one will be the work created by the audience 
that belongs to them.
This exhibition will be the first time that Long Museum 
(West Bund) provides the entire first and second floors to 
one artist to mount a solo exhibition. What's more, Ding 
Yi has created a series of large paintings specially for the 
nine-meter-high main gallery. This exhibition will be a 
most comprehensive and complete presentation of Ding 
Yi’s work. As for me, it is very exciting to hold such an art 
feast. I greatly appreciate Ding Yi and his team accepting 
my invitation, as well as everyone’s continuous attention 
to and support for the Long Museum. I look forward with 
anticipation to Ding Yi's fluorescent crosses lighting up the 
















































As spiritual guides or shamans of our time, artists are the 
ones who maintain intense visual focus on the state of the 
individual across notions of ethics, health and the intellect, 
who perceive patterns, trends and transformations in the 
world and in society and who interpret them by forging new 
idioms, though often in dialogue with our wider cultural 
inheritance. The forms they create enable or, indeed, 
provoke us to observe and negotiate the emerging concepts 
and values of humanity, and we would be foolish not to 
take these highly creative individuals as our guides. Ding Yi 
is one such artist. In his case, artistic forms appear that are 
beyond language and text, at times extremely challengingly 
so: his forms and idioms are abstract, largely geometrical 
and devoid of narrative or figurative content, defying 
conventional questions like ‘what does it mean?’. Yet, Ding 
Yi’s perennial idiom -- the grid -- speaks to a context in 
place and time, through its associations with the frenetic 
communications networks and distinctive fluorescent 
coloured lighting of contemporary urbanism.
What’s Left to Appear celebrates Ding Yi’s large-scale new 
works of 2015, along with select thematic groups of works 
going back to the 1980s, on display in the Long Museum 
(West Bund) in Shanghai. Mounted over the ground and 
mezzanine floors of the Museum, a massive space of almost 
3,000 square metres enclosed by smooth, grey concrete 
walls that rise high before curving inwards, this is the first 
solo painting exhibition in the Long Museum (West Bund), 
which opened in 2014. Ding Yi is a deservedly well-known 
artist and this exhibition is a fitting celebration of his new 
work in an exciting yet still largely unfamiliar space. But the 
event is also a prime opportunity to exploit the raw potential 
of this new space for installation design and to probe 
spectatorship and the relationship of audiences with Ding 
Yi’s work.
The title, What’s Left to Appear, speaks to the show’s 
context and curatorial direction. It presents the exhibition 
as a moment in Ding Yi’s development. This is a large, 
immersive show, but it is not a retrospective: there is 
much more work to come from Ding Yi. The show is, in 
addition, intent upon interrogating and broadening the 
scope of audience relations with the work. That audiences 
‘participate’ in the production of context and meaning 
in the display and consumption of contemporary art is 
nowadays a commonplace, even to the extent that we can 
speak of post-participatory art.1 Yet, the specific context of 
this show invites a pause to consider the degree, quality and 
depth of audience experience with particular focus -- as the 
title What’s Left to Appear suggests -- on how and to what 
extent the eye of the spectator mediates that experience. 
What’s Left to Appear: Ding Yi and Immersive 
Spectatorship 
Shane McCausland





























Since the late 1980s, Ding Yi has been painting crosses: his 
series of paintings, whether predominantly black, based on 
tartan or else elaborated in intense fluorescent colours, all 
bear the title Appearance of Crosses with a date. The cross, 
whether a ‘+’ or an ‘X’, is a motif that the artist has declared 
is a formal mark without meaning, while the context of 
this work is the industrial-paced development of the urban 
environment in post-socialist China. Central to this exhibition 
is the group of new works from 2015, created almost 5m 
high. These plywood panel paintings, structured as always 
by Ding Yi’s trademark grid idiom, are richly textured with 
thick layers of lacquer-like paint and scored through with 
woodcutting tools to reveal thin but searing layers of bright 
colour beneath. Concurrently, displays of earlier works on 
canvas, tartan and paper are mounted thematically in the 
varied adjacent spaces. The exhibition features, in all, over a 
hundred paintings and drawings on media including wood, 
canvas, tartan and paper, from the collection of the artist 
and ShanghART Gallery and from institutional and private 
collections, including the Long Museum itself.
A private venture, the Long Museum is a new kind of art 
space in China. Patently, it exemplifies the government's 
new policy mix, designed to expand museum capacity in 
the country, whereby private citizens are not just permitted 

















































The first Long Museum was established in the Pudong 
new area of Shanghai; this exhibition is held in the second, 
West Bund branch of the Long Museum, designed by 
Atelier Deshaus and constructed on former wharfs on the 
bank of the Huangpu River in Xuhui District, a site recently 
used for the 2010 Expo and which now falls within the 
emergent West Bund Cultural District. Situated between 
two decommissioned cranes, now painted bright orange, 
the Long Museum architecturally reprises the industrial 
grey concrete infrastructure of the wharves and docks it 
largely replaces. The Museum’s founders, husband-and-
wife collectors Liu Yiqian and Wang Wei, house and display 
here parts of their own collections of art, which cover pre-
modern, modern, revolutionary and contemporary art. 
This exhibition is one of a sequence of displays in 2015 
showcasing the work of Shanghai’s leading contemporary 
artists. This initiative evokes the modern city’s heritage as 
the culturally and commercially vibrant centre which, in its 
early years, produced innovators whose art tended towards 
intensely colourful abstraction like Xugu (1823-1896) and 
Ren Bonian (1840-1896), painters who were, at times, left 
reeling by the insatiable demands of local audiences on 
their creativity and productivity.  Like those predecessors but 
distinct from many of his contemporary peers, Shanghai’s 
contemporary pioneer of abstraction and fluorescence, Ding 
Yi, creates his paintings by hand without teams of studio 
assistants.
The exhibition explores the untapped design potential of the 
Long Museum’s display areas with the aim of providing a 
distinctive environment for lingering and looking, a cultural 
garden for an immersive experience of Ding Yi’s work, one 
intended to delight audiences familiar with all but Ding 
Yi’s new work and to draw in new audiences for whom his 
work is as yet strange or mysterious. As such, an aim of this 
exhibition is to explore how a viewer’s desire for meaning that 
can be explained in words or language might be reworked, 
or even displaced by, a framework which promotes open 
visual engagement with the paintings -- another facet of 
the title, What’s Left to Appear. This is a phrase that visitors 
may wish to keep in mind when faced with the paintings: 
it is a question or a statement, rather than an answer or 
explanation, and conceived to prompt free discovery and 
exploration in, around and through Ding Yi’s visual world 
of grids and colours. Though the paintings appear static or 
fixed as images, in a Chan or Daoist paradox, as soon as 
the spectator takes up a relational or dialogic position they 
begin to self-transform. Their potential as nourishment and 
guidance for the spirit awaits only the reciprocal patience, 
commitment and indulgence of the viewer. 
Ding Yi may regard his work as ‘artless’, that is to say, his 
forms and iconography are pared back to basics (lines, 
dots, grids) and to the simplicity of the techniques and 
media required to make these. Still, the new work displays 
considerable virtuosity in his command and deployment of a 
growing range of techniques associated with the grid idiom. 
He has brushed thicker paint layers -- green and blue or else 
vibrant red and orange under black -- onto a plywood base, 
which he has also carved through, like a woodcut artist. To 
be sure, the act of cutting away with a stroke of the arm, 
using a V-or U-shaped printmaker’s awl, through the painted 
surface layers to the wood medium below, begets a line as 
a record of the movement (Fig.1). The linear components of 
the grid, be they painted or cut, are beautifully modulated 
with thickening and thinning profiles, with transparency, 
roundedness or depth, or with supple or taut qualities as in 
calligraphy, even if Ding Yi dismisses his lineament as not 
‘centred-tip’ (zhongfeng) -- a byword in the lore of brush 
calligraphy for being technically complete. But the carved 
line is a multiple technique, destroying and removing paint 
and wood only to simultaneously create by revealing hidden 
layers of colour down to the wood base below, in another 
of these Daoist or Chan contradictions, intense and yet 
playful, to be found in Ding Yi’s work. 
The result is that Ding Yi’s grid, in the new paintings, 
becomes even more r ich and complex as an ar tistic 
framework, one enabling further exploration and revealing 
new qualities and characteristics. These, mediated by our 
degree of generosity to the work with our eyes, prompt 
fresh reflections in the mind and sensations in the body that 
are unfamiliar yet exciting and recognizably of our place and 
time. 
The plan of the Long Museum reveals a grid structure that 
is, serendipitously, in tune with the grid structure of Ding 
Yi’s work: the main, rectangular building to the north-east, 
housing the display galleries, is comprised of 9 x 6 squares, 
with the side of each square 8.4m in length. By contrast, 
a characteristic of the interior of the Long Museum, taken 
as a whole, is the surprising variation of aspects and spatial 
relationships, lateral vistas and balconied viewpoints, 
something that also chimes with the internal visual 
dimensions in Ding Yi’s work. Taking a cue from the plays of 
surface and depth, form and colour in Ding Yi’s painting, the 
exhibition in its design element delves into this display space, 
with a keen eye to its potential to complement but also 
trigger new responses to the artworks. The layout features 
coordinated thematic sets and groups of works from the 
oeuvre: the new work in the central ‘cathedral nave’ is the 
large-scale dramatic starting point and frame of reference; 
added to this are the adjacent galleried rooms, ‘chapels’ 
1 作品局部 1 Close up of the work 
and passages of paintings, which vary by theme, unfolding 
to the roaming visitor like turning over leaves in a painting 
album, scrolling among scenes in a handscroll or lingering 
among beauty spots in an artfully appointed garden.
The exhibition, What’s Left to Appear, is immersive in that 
the galleries of the Long Museum, like a blueprint for a 
garden of culture, provide varieties of space for the display 
of works individually and en masse so as to stimulate 
connections among and between individual paintings and 
groups of paintings in enclosures and along pathways which 
may be high or low, wide or narrow, bright or dim. There 
are light, high, open spaces for the new and other large 
works: here, grid squares in the paintings are individually 
discernible at eye level but at greater heights, where 
detail is lost to the naked eye, the grid squares fade into a 
diminishing maze, as might windows on a skyscraper. All 
around, fluorescent works, dark-themes works, small-scale 
works, composite arrangements or stand-alone works meet 
sympathetic environments enabling even viewers familiar 
with Ding Yi’s paintings to encounter new links with them 
individually, severally and collectively. 
About the Curator: Shane McCausland is a researcher of art history 
and a curator specializing in the arts of China from medieval to 
contemporary times. Since 2009, he has been an academic at SOAS, 
University of London. He was previously deputy director for collections 
and curator of East Asian art at the Chester Beatty Library in Dublin. 
As an undergraduate, he read Oriental Studies (Chinese) at Cambridge 
University and received his doctorate in art history with East Asian 
studies from Princeton University with a thesis on Zhao Mengfu written 
under the supervision of the Shanghai-born scholar Wen C. Fong 方聞. 
He has organized many exhibitions, including a major loan exhibition 
from the Shanghai Museum to the Chester Beatty Library at the time of 
the Shanghai Expo in 2010, entitled Telling Images of China: Narrative 
and Figure Paintings, 15th-20th Century, from the Shanghai Museum 
描繪中國, in collaboration with Shan Guolin and Ling Lizhong. He has 
also published many books and articles including, most recently, The 
Mongol Century: Visual Cultures of Yuan China, 1271-1368 (London: 
Reaktion Books, 2014). Chinese editions of his books on Mongol-
Yuan art and on the calligraphy and painting of Zhao Mengfu are 
forthcoming.
1 Marko Daniel with Lu Pei-Yu, Claire Shea and Wenny Teo, ‘We Have Never 
Participated: Social research and post-participation’, The 8th Shenzhen Sculpture 
Biennale: We Have Never Participated Exhibition Guide (Shenzhen: OCT Contemporary 
Art Terminal, 2014), pp 4-7. 
2 For a new study see Roberta Wue, Art Worlds: Artists, Images, and Audiences in Late 
Nineteenth-Century Shanghai (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press; Honolulu: 





























15 至 20 世纪叙事展及人物画展”。出版发表过多部著作和文章，最
近出版了《蒙古的时代 ：元朝的视觉文化》，（伦敦 ：Reaktion Books，
2014）。有关蒙元时期美术和赵孟頫书画作品的中文版书籍即将出版。
1 马克 · 丹尼尔（Marko Daniel）、吕佩怡、克莱尔 · 希（Claire Shea）和张温慧，《我
们从未参与：社会研究与后参与性》，《第八届深圳雕塑双年展：我们从未参与》 （深圳：
OCT 当代艺术中心，2014）见。
2 新的研究请见伍美华（Roberta Wue）《艺术世界 ：19 世纪后期上海的艺术家、图
像与观众》（香港 ：香港大学出版社及檀香山 ：夏威夷大学出版社，2015）。
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1. 十示 2015-1　2015，多层板上综合媒介，480×240 cm
1. Appearance of Crosses 2015-1　2015, Mixed media on 
plywood, 480 x 240 cm
2. 十示 2015-2　2015，多层板上综合媒介，480×240 cm
2. Appearance of Crosses 2015-2　2015, Mixed media on 
plywood, 480 x 240 cm
3. 十示 2015-3　2015，多层板上综合媒介，480×240 cm
3. Appearance of Crosses 2015-3　2015, Mixed media on 
plywood, 480 x 240 cm
4. 十示 2015-4　2015，多层板上综合媒介，480×240 cm
4. Appearance of Crosses 2015-4　2015, Mixed media on 
plywood, 480 x 240 cm
5. 十示 2015-5　2015，多层板上综合媒介，480×240 cm
5. Appearance of Crosses 2015-5　2015, Mixed media on 
plywood, 480 x 240 cm
6. 十示 2015-6　2015，多层板上综合媒介，480×240 cm
6. Appearance of Crosses 2015-6　2015, Mixed media on 
plywood, 480 x 240 cm
7. 十示 2015-7　2015，多层板上综合媒介，480×240 cm
7. Appearance of Crosses 2015-7　2015, Mixed media on 
plywood, 480 x 240 cm
8. 十示 2015-8　2015，多层板上综合媒介，480×240 cm
8. Appearance of Crosses 2015-8　2015, Mixed media on 
plywood, 480 x 240 cm
9. 十示 2015-9　2015，多层板上综合媒介，480×240 cm
9. Appearance of Crosses 2015-9　2015, Mixed media on 
plywood, 480 x 240 cm
10. 十 示 2015-10　2015， 多 层 板 上 综 合 媒 介，
480×240 cm
10. Appearance of Crosses 2015-10　2015, Mixed media 
on plywood, 480 x 240 cm
11. 十 示 2015-1（ 局 部 ）　2015， 多 层 板 上 综 合 媒 介，
480×240 cm
11. Appearance of Crosses 2015-1 (detail)　2015, Mixed 
media on plywood, 480 x 240 cm
12. 十 示 2015-3（ 局 部 ）　2015， 多 层 板 上 综 合 媒 介，
480×240 cm
12. Appearance of Crosses 2015-3 (detail)　2015, Mixed 
media on plywood, 480 x 240 cm
13. 十 示 2015-5（ 局 部 ）　2015， 多 层 板 上 综 合 媒 介，
480×240 cm
13. Appearance of Crosses 2015-5 (detail)　2015, Mixed 
media on plywood, 480 x 240 cm
14. 十 示 2015-7（ 局 部 ）　2015， 多 层 板 上 综 合 媒 介，
480×240 cm
14. Appearance of Crosses 2015-7 (detail)　2015, Mixed 
media on plywood, 480 x 240 cm
15. 十 示 2015-9（ 局 部 ）　2015， 多 层 板 上 综 合 媒 介，
480×240 cm
15. Appearance of Crosses 2015-9 (detail)　2015, Mixed 
media on plywood, 480 x 240 cm
Ten New Works on Wood in the Nave 
The ten dark stele-sized new works on wood feature grooves 
incised to reveal lines of searing colour in their grids. They are 
mounted in parallel facing one another, a row of five on each 
side, along the grey concrete walls in the central nave-like 
space of the Long Museum. The predominant sombre tones 
of the paint surface, the rigour of the wood medium and the 
sheer scale of these works (almost 5 metres high) enable them 
collectively to define the atmosphere in this massive post-
industrial space. The exciting visual exchange between these 
richly textured grid surfaces envelopes us at eye level, yet also 
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Distant Views of Paintings, Rakish Angles and Plays of Scale 
Many of the larger scale and multiple-canvas works in 
fluorescent colours, principally orange, are mounted in places 
where they are visible from afar. The coherence of size and 
colour among them creates visual linkages along the walls and 
walkways and activates the connecting spaces between the 
themed gallery displays. These large eye-catching works may 
be spied horizontally along tapering corridors and passages, 
looked up at on walls or else glimpsed at an angle, up or 
down, over the railings of the eastern balcony, creating a 
sense of ambiguity -- echoing effects in Ding Yi’s grids -- in our 
perception of the true scale and distance of these works.
十示 2008-21　2008，成品布上丙烯，300×530 cm，150×150 cm×3 件, 80×80 cm×2 件




150×150 cm×2 件, 80×80 cm×2 件
Appearance of Crosses 2008-22　2008, Acrylic on tartan, 
240 x 300 cm, Two canvases 150 x 150 cm each and two 
canvases 80 x 80 cm each
十示 2014-10　2014，布面丙烯，540×240 cm，私人
收藏
Appearance of Crosses 2014-10　2014, Acrylic on 
canvas, 540 x 240 cm, private collection
十示 2009-12　2009，成品布上丙烯，220×600 cm，私人收藏
Appearance of Crosses 2009-12　2009, Acrylic on tartan, 220 x 600 cm, private collection
十示 2010-9　2010，成品布上丙烯，220×810 cm，私人收藏 
Appearance of Crosses 2010-9　2010, Acrylic on tartan, 220 x 810 cm, private collection
十示 2009-6　2009，成品布上丙烯，200×380 cm，私人收藏











Appearance of Crosses 2009-8　2009, Acrylic on tartan, 210 x 300 cm
__
十示 2007-8　成品布上丙烯，2007，135×200c m，私人收藏
Appearance of Crosses 2007-8　2007, Acrylic on tartan, 135 x 200 cm, private collection
十示 2007-7　成品布上丙烯，2007，135×200 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2007-7　2007, Acrylic on tartan, 135 x 200 cm
Green and Yellow Grids, End-lit
The footprint of the Long Museum and Ding Yi’s painting idiom 
are both grids. Here at the north-eastern point of the Museum, 
two grid squares with edges 8.4 metres long are joined to form 
a single rectangular pocket-like space. Natural light penetrates 
through the glass wall at one end while audiences enter 
through a gap in one long side. A large orange fluorescent 
painting communicates across that gap with the main gallery 
outside. Within, however, a cross pattern of green and yellow 
fluorescent paintings strikes up a dialogue amidst whatever 
daylight may come in by the glass end wall, and involving 
whoever happens to be occupying the space.
42
十示 2008-25　2008，成品布上丙烯，200×140 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2008-25　2008, Acrylic on tartan, 
200 x 140 cm
十示 2009-3　2009，成品布上丙烯，200×140 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2009-3　2009, Acrylic on tartan, 




Appearance of Crosses 2003-11　2003, Acrylic on tartan, 
200 x 140 cm, private collection
十示2008-18　2008，成品布上丙烯，140×160 cm，私
人收藏
Appearance of Crosses 2008-18　2008, Acrylic on tartan, 
140 x 160 cm, private collection
十示 2010-3　2010，成品布上丙烯，140×180 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2010-3　2010, Acrylic on tartan, 










Fluorescent Red, Orange and Yellow Crosses -- A Pocket-like 
Space
This is a rectangular pocket-like space, accessed via one of 
the short ends and open to the central gallery area facing two 
multiple-canvas fluorescent works. Inside it, related paintings in 
predominantly ‘hot’ fluorescent colours, featuring large cross-
form compositions or else polychrome abstracted grids, line 
the sides. These two walls appear to taper, as the canvases also 
appear to diminish in size with distance, towards the partially 
shaded glass end wall, arched on the left, which is the outer 
shell of the building. Through proximity and pairing, these large 
cross-shaped motifs in the paintings mirror one another to the 
right and left across the central channel. The crosses appear 
to be silhouetted against their pictorial grounds, suggesting 
shifting relief and intaglio effects. 
十示 2007-14　2007，布面粉笔、炭笔和铅笔，
140×120 cm，龙美术馆馆藏
Appearance of Crosses 2007-14　2007, Chalk, charcoal 




Appearance of Crosses 2008-37　2008, Chalk and acrylic 
on linen, 120 x 140 cm
十示 2002-1　2002，成品布上丙烯，140×140 cm，私
人收藏
Appearance of Crosses 2002-1　2002, Acrylic on tartan, 
140 x 140 cm, private collection
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十示 2010-2　2010，成品布上丙烯，140×180 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2010-2　2010, Acrylic on tartan, 140 x 180 cm
十示 2010-6　2010，成品布上丙烯，120×160 cm，私人收藏
Appearance of Crosses 2010-6　2010, Acrylic on tartan, 120 x 160 cm, private collection
十示 2002-12　2002，成品布上丙烯，140×160 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2002-12　2002, Acrylic on tartan, 140 x 160 cm
十示 2008-16　2008，布面粉笔和炭笔，140×160 cm，私人收藏












Immersion in Grids: A Long Dark Corridor
A wide passage-like gallery some 25 metres long, lying against 
the east wall of the building, is penetrated by almost no natural 
light, giving a nocturnal ambience. A sequence of massive 
square paintings, featuring disintegrating diaper and lozenge 
patterns in whitish tones against a black ‘ground’, lines the long 
white wall. The large canvases are answered, along the arched 
wall opposite, by a line of formally related but smaller-scale 
paintings. The smaller works may not compete in size but still 
play upon scale in relation to their opposites, and also vividly 
introduce green and blue or else deep red and purple hues into 
the visual dialogue.
十示 2003-9　2003，成品布上丙烯，140×160 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2003-9　2003, Acrylic on tartan, 140 x 160 cm
十示 2002-10　2002，成品布上丙烯，140×160 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2002-10　2002, Acrylic on tartan, 140 x 160 cm
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十示 1992-17　1992，布面丙烯，200×240 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1992-17　1992, Acrylic on canvas, 200 x 240 cm
十示 1992-20　1992，布面丙烯，200×240 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1992-20　1992, Acrylic on canvas, 200 x 240 cm
十示 2011-7　2011，布面丙烯，300×300 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2011-7　2011, Acrylic on canvas, 300 x 300 cm
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十示 2011-3　2011，布面丙烯，220×220 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2011-3　2011, Acrylic on canvas, 
220 x 220 cm
十示 2011-4　2011，布面丙烯，300×300 cm，私人收藏
Appearance of Crosses 2011-4　2011, Acrylic on canvas, 
300 x 300 cm, private collection
__
十示 2011-6　2011，布面丙烯，300×300 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2011-6　2011, Acrylic on canvas, 
300 x 300 cm
十示 2012-9　2012，布面丙烯，300×300 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2012-9　2012, Acrylic on canvas, 
300 x 300 cm
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十示 2013-1　2013，布面丙烯，200×200 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2013-1　2013, Acrylic on canvas, 200 x 200 cm
十示 2010-16　2010，布面丙烯，140×200 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2010-16　2010, Acrylic on canvas, 140 x 200 cm
十示 2012-13　2012，布面丙烯，140×200 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2012-13　2012, Acrylic on canvas, 140 x 200 cm
十示 2014-8　2014，布面丙烯，200×200 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2014-8　2014, Acrylic on canvas, 
200 x 200 cm
十示 2014-6　2014，布面丙烯，200×140 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2014-6　2014, Acrylic on canvas, 









A Walk Through Graduated Pairings
The pierced grill shading in the exterior glass wall at one end 
allows a gentle, suffused light to penetrate this walkway 
gallery, imbuing the space with calm. The atmosphere is 
immersive, even and muted, despite the obvious contrast 
of one straight and one arched wall down the length of the 
gallery. In complement to that mood, the paintings mounted 
here are mid-sized and contain uniform grid patterns inscribed 
in balanced, evenly pitched colour tones on canvas and tartan. 
Paintings hanging on opposite walls in flexible pairings create 
a graduated scale of colour and tone along the length of the 
gallery, from ochre through grey to deep purple.
十示 1998-7　1998，布面丙烯，140×160 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1998-7　1998, Acrylic on canvas, 140 x 160 cm
 
十示 1998-8　1998，成品布上丙烯，140×160 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1998-8　1998, Acrylic on tartan, 140 x 160 cm
十示 1997-10，1997，成品布上丙烯，140×160 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1997-10　1997, Acrylic on tartan, 140 x 160 cm
十示 1997-4　1997，成品布上丙烯，140×160 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1997-4　1997, Acrylic on tartan, 140 x 160 cm
十示 1993-5　1993，布面丙烯，140×160 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1993-5　1993, Acrylic on canvas, 140 x 160 cm
十示 1993-7　1993，布面丙烯，140×160 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1993-7　1993, Acrylic on canvas, 140 x 160 cm
十示 1997-22　1997，成品布上丙烯，140×160 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1997-22　1997, Acrylic on tartan, 140 x 160 cm
十示 1996-37　1996，粉笔、炭笔、成品布、亚麻布，120×140 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1996-37　1996, Chalk and charcoal and tartan and linen, 120 x 140 cm
十示 1992-10　1992，布面丙烯，100×120 cm，私人收藏













This L-shaped space is made up of three grid squares in the 
Long Museum’s plan or footprint, which the spectator traverses 
in a potentially awkward chicaning turn. This lateral movement, 
balancing and then turning to the opposite side, however, 
presents an opportunity to display a number of complementary 
of works: concertina-scrolls as well as a sequence of paintings 
recording the initial appearance of the abstract grid idiom, 
displacing the figurative in Ding Yi’s oeuvre, in the late 1980s. 
The concertina-scrolls show evolving sequences of grids which 
grow and diminish in size, even as they vary in tone and texture, 
recalling (with Taoist connotations) nature’s cycles of growth, 
peak and decay, or waxing to the full and then waning.
1. 26 个圆（局部）　2009，册页，彩色铅笔、墨、宣纸，42 x 757 cm，私人收藏
1. 26 Circles (detail)　2009, Accordion book, Color pencil and ink on rice paper, 42 x 757 cm, Private collection
2. 几何方格（局部）　2011，册页，彩色铅笔、墨、宣纸，28 x 520 cm
2. Geometric Grid (detail)　2011, Accordion book, Color pencil and ink on rice paper, 28 x 520 cm
3. 方格数字序列（局部）　2011，册页，彩色铅笔、墨、宣纸，32 x 620 cm
3. Order in Checkered Number (detail)　2011, Accordion book, Color pencil and ink on rice paper, 32 x 620 cm
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26个圆　2009，册页，彩色铅笔、墨、宣纸，42×757 cm　26 Circles　2009, Accordion book, Color pencil and ink on rice paper, 42 x 757 cm 
几何方格　2011，册页，彩色铅笔、墨、宣纸，28×520 cm　Geometric Grid　2011, Accordion book, Color pencil and ink on rice paper, 28 x 520 cm 
方格数字序列　2011，册页，彩色铅笔、墨、宣纸，32×620 cm　Order In Checkered Number　2011, Accordion book, Color pencil and ink on rice paper, 32 x 620 cm
破祭　1985，布面油画，123×93 cm
Breaking the Sacrifice　1985, Oil on canvas, 123 x 93 cm
禁忌　1986，布面油画，84×84 cm
Taboo　1986, Oil on canvas, 84 x 84 cm
十示 1989-5　1989，布面丙烯，50×60 cm, 私人收藏
Appearance of Crosses 1989-5　1989, Acrylic on canvas, 50 x 60 cm, private collection
十示 1989-7　1989，布面丙烯，100×120 cm









Top of the Stairs: A Red Landing
Arriving at the top of the stairs, the landing guides the visitor to 
the left in a U-shaped turn. Each step of this left-handed turn 
is coloured by the surrounding suite of paintings selected for 
their subtly modulated hues of red on tartan grounds. Two of 
these paintings, hanging on the turn, are multiple works. One 
is a bordered triptych and the other is comprised of five panels. 
In the five-panel work, four of the panels are more or less 
contiguous, while the fifth is an outlier to the right. Because 
of the way these panels are mounted here, the spectator must 
literally walk through the middle of this artwork to pass from 
the red-lit landing into the next gallery. 
十示 1991-3　1991，布面丙烯，140×180 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1991-3　1991, Acrylic on canvas, 
140 x 180 cm
十示 2000-2　2000，成品布上丙烯，260×420 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2000-2　2000, Acrylic on tartan, 
260 x 420 cm
十示 1997-34-37　1997，成品布上丙烯，260×320 cm，
260×80 cm×4 件
Appearance of Crosses 1997-34-37　1997, Acrylic on 
tartan, 260 x 320 cm, four canvases 260 x 80 cm each
十示 1997-38　成品布上丙烯，1997， 260×80 cm
Appearance of Crosses 1997-38　1997, Acrylic on tartan, 
260 x 80 cm
十示 2000-8　2000，成品布上丙烯，140×160 cm，私
人收藏
Appearance of Crosses 2000-8　2000, Acrylic on tartan, 
140 x 160 cm, private collection
十示2001-3  2001, 成品布上丙烯，140 x 160 cm，私人
收藏
Appearance of Crosses 2001-3　2001, Acrylic on tartan, 
140 x 160 cm, private collection
十示 1995-29　1995，粉笔、炭笔、亚麻布，200×280 
cm，200×140 cm×2 件
Appearance of Crosses 1995-29　1995, Chalk and 
charcoal on linen, 200 x 280, two canvases 200 x 140 cm 
each
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十示 2001-15-16　2001，成品布上丙烯，140×320 cm，140×160 cm×2件
Appearance of Crosses 2001-15-16　2001, Acrylic on tartan, 140 x 320 cm, two canvases 
140 x 160 cm each
十示 2001-1　2001，成品布上丙烯，140×160 cm，私人收藏










A Liminal Green Crossing 
This very bright cubed room, mounted with square-ish bright 
green paintings, is a transitional space and a crossing. For the 
visitor, it is a stopping point between the two larger galleries to 
each side. The staggered panel-wall access to one side is visually 
closed-off. But the squared arch in the wall opposite, flanked 
by a pair of intense green canvases (notionally a single artwork), 
functions like a traditional Chinese moon-gate, framing the 
vista into the display space beyond. On the other axis, light 
penetrates through the glass outer wall, while the balcony is a 
lookout over the hall below. These green paintings match the 




Appearance of Crosses 91-B16　1991, Color marker on paper, 36 x 48 cm
__
十示 91-B8　1991，彩色水笔、纸，36×48 cm
Appearance of Crosses 91-B8　1991, Color pen on paper, 36 x 48 cm
十示 91-B9　1991，彩色记号笔、纸，36×48 cm









A Gallery for Drawings
Densely mounted, this space is saturated with drawings and 
other works on paper; the spectator is immersed in various 
monochrome and polychrome series of embryonic grids on 
paper. Clustered rows of drawings fill the staggered panel-
wall access points at each end. Sets of black stele-like works on 
paper fill the straight-edged white outer wall of the building. 
Opposite, framed works in graduated colours range along 
the arched inner concrete wall. With the atmosphere of a 
traditional gallery, this space has been retained for lingering 
amid a rich, immersive display of all kinds of works on paper.
十示 92-B10　1992，彩色水笔、纸，37×48 cm
Appearance of Crosses 92-B10　1992, Color pen on 
paper, 37 x 48 cm
十示 93-B22　1993，彩色记号笔、纸，38×53 cm
Appearance of Crosses 93-B22　1993, Color marker on 
paper, 38 x 53 cm
十示 93-B21　1993，彩色记号笔、纸，39×53cm
Appearance of Crosses 93-B21　1993, Color marker on 
paper, 39 x 53 cm
十示 92-B6　1992，彩色水笔、纸，38×48 cm
Appearance of Crosses 92-B6　1992, Color pen on paper, 
38 x 48 cm
十示 92-B8　1992，彩色水笔、纸，38×48 cm
Appearance of Crosses 92-B8　1992, Color pen on paper, 
38 x 48 cm
十示 92-B14　1992，彩色铅笔、纸，38×48 cm
Appearance of Crosses 92-B14　1992, Color pencil on 
paper, 38 x 48 cm
十示 92-B21　1992，丙烯、纸，36×48 cm
Appearance of Crosses 92-B21　1992, Acrylic on paper, 
36 x 48 cm
十示 94-B68　1994，炭笔、圆珠笔、铅笔、墨、手工
纸，41 x 54 cm
Appearance of Crosses 94-B68　1994, Charcoal, ballpoint 
pen, pencil and ink on hand-made paper, 41 x 54 cm
十示 96-B61　1996，粉笔、彩色铅笔、纸，56×76 cm
Appearance of Crosses 96-B61　1996, Chalk and color 
pencil on paper, 56 x 76 cm
十示 93-B12　粉笔、炭笔、纸，1993，39×53 cm
Appearance of Crosses 93-B12　1993, Chalk and 
charcoal on paper, 39 x 53 cm
十示 93-B13　粉笔、炭笔、纸，1993，39×52 cm
Appearance of Crosses 93-B13　1993, Chalk and 
charcoal on paper, 39 x 52 cm
十示 94-B59　炭笔、墨、粉笔、手工纸，1994，45×57 cm
Appearance of Crosses 94-B59　1994, Charcoal, ink and 
chalk on hand-made paper, 45 x 57 cm
十示 94-B61　1994，铅笔、炭笔、纸，46×56 cm
Appearance of Crosses 94-B61　1994, Pencil and 
charcoal on paper, 46 x 56 cm
十示 94-B78　粉笔、炭笔、手工纸，1994，39×52 cm
Appearance of Crosses 94-B78　1994, Chalk and 
charcoal on hand-made paper, 39 x 52 cm
十示 96-B57　1996，铅笔、粉笔、丙烯、纸，56×76 cm
Appearance of Crosses 96-B57　1996, Pencil, chalk and 
acryilc on paper, 56 x 76 cm
十示 96-B58　1996，铅笔、粉笔、炭笔、纸，57×76 cm
Appearance of Crosses 96-B58　1996, Pencil, chalk and 
charcoal on paper, 57 x 76 cm
十示 95-B47　1995，粉笔、彩色铅笔、炭笔、纸，
49×69 cm
Appearance of Crosses 95-B47　1995, Chalk, color pencil 
and charcoal on paper, 49 x 69 cm
十示 94-B62　1994，铅笔、炭笔、纸，46×56 cm
Appearance of Crosses 94-B62　1994, Pencil and 
charcoal on paper, 46 x 56 cm
十示 94-B71　1994，纸本综合媒介，39×55 cm
Appearance of Crosses 94-B71　1994, Mixed media on 
paper, 39 x 55 cm
十示 95-B63　丙烯、粉笔、炭笔、瓦楞纸，1995，
60×79 cm
Appearance of Crosses 95-B63　1995, Acrylic, chalk and 
charcoal on corrugated paper, 60 x 79 cm
十示 95-B13　1995，粉笔、炭笔、手工纸，39×53 cm
Appearance of Crosses 95-B13　1995, Chalk and 
charcoal on hand-made paper, 39 x 53 cm
十示 96-B24　1996，纸本综合媒介，69×52 cm
Appearance of Crosses 96-B24　1996, Mixed media on 
paper, 69 x 52 cm
十示 96-B67　1996，粉笔、炭笔、铅笔、纸，54×73 cm
Appearance of Crosses 96-B67　1996, Chalk, charcoal 
and pencil on paper, 54 x 73 cm
十示 98-B17　1998，粉笔、铅笔、炭笔、纸，53×73 cm
Appearance of Crosses 98-B17　1998, Chalk, pencil and 
charcoal on paper, 53 x 73 cm
十示 98-B12　1998，粉笔、铅笔、炭笔、纸，53×72 cm
Appearance of Crosses 98-B12　1998, Chalk, pencil and 
charcoal on paper, 53 x 72 cm
十示 98-B20　1998，铅笔、彩色水笔、纸，50×70 cm
Appearance of Crosses 98-B20　1998, Pencil and color 
pen on paper, 50 x 70 cm
十示 98-B30　1998，粉笔、炭笔、丙烯、铅笔、纸，
57×76cm
Appearance of Crosses 98-B30　1998, Chalk, charcoal, 
acrylic and pencil on paper, 157 x 76 cm
十示 99-B1-B8　1999，炭笔、彩色铅笔、粉笔、瓦楞纸，8件，每件144×34 cm
Appearance of Crosses 99-B1-B8　1999, Charcoal, color pencil and chalk on corrugated paper, 8 papers, 144 x 34 cm each
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十示 97-B21-B24　1997，粉笔、炭笔、瓦楞纸，260×340 cm，260×80 cm×4 件
Appearance of Crosses 97-B21-B24　1997, Chalk and charcoal on corrugated paper, 260 
x 340 cm, four papers 260 x 80 cm each
十示 2001-B20　2001，铅笔、彩色水笔、纸，50×70 cm
Appearance of Crosses 2001-B20　2001, Pencil and color pen on paper, 50 x 70 cm
十示 2001-B21　2001，铅笔、彩色水笔、纸，50×70 cm   
Appearance of Crosses 2001-B21　2001, Pencil and color pen on paper, 50 x 70 cm
1. 十示手稿 18　1993，马克笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
1. Script of Appearance of Crosses 18　1993, Marker pen 
on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
2. 十示手稿 19　1993，马克笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
2. Script of Appearance of Crosses 19　1993, Marker pen 
on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
3. 十示手稿 01　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
3. Script of Appearance of Crosses 01　2008, Color pencil 
on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
4. 十示手稿 02　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
4. Script of Appearance of Crosses 02　2008, Color pencil 
on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
5. 十示手稿 03　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
5. Script of Appearance of Crosses 03　2008, Color pencil 
on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
 
6. 十示手稿 04　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
6. Script of Appearance of Crosses 04　2008, Color pencil 
on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
7. 十示手稿 05　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
7. Script of Appearance of Crosses 05　2008, Color pencil 
on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
8. 十示手稿 06　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
8. Script of Appearance of Crosses 06　2008, Color pencil 
on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
9. 十示手稿 07　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
9. Script of Appearance of Crosses 07　2008, Color pencil 
on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
10. 十示手稿 08　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
10. Script of Appearance of Crosses 08　2008, Color 
pencil on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
11. 十示手稿 09　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
11. Script of Appearance of Crosses 09　2008, Color 
pencil on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
12. 十示手稿 10　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
12. Script of Appearance of Crosses 10　2008, Color 
pencil on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
13. 十示手稿 11　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
13. Script of Appearance of Crosses 11　2008, Color 
pencil on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
14. 十示手稿 12　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
14. Script of Appearance of Crosses 12　2008, Color 
pencil on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
 
15. 十示手稿 13　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
15. Script of Appearance of Crosses 13　2008, Color 
pencil on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
16. 十示手稿 14　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
16. Script of Appearance of Crosses 14　2008, Color 
pencil on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
 
17. 十示手稿 15　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
17. Script of Appearance of Crosses 15　2008, Color 
pencil on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm
18. 十示手稿 16　2008，彩色铅笔、纸，19.5×27 cm
18. Script of Appearance of Crosses 16　2008, Color 




19. Script of Appearance of Crosses 17　2008, Acrylic 




20. Script of Appearance of Crosses 21　2008, Water-
soluble color pencil on paper, 27 x 39 cm 
21. 十示手稿 22　2008，水溶性彩色铅笔、纸，
27×39 cm
21. Script of Appearance of Crosses 22　2008, Water-
soluble color pencil on paper, 27 x 39 cm 
22. 十示手稿 25　2008，水溶性彩色铅笔、纸，
27×39 cm
22. Script of Appearance of Crosses 25　2008, Water-
soluble color pencil on paper, 27 x 39 cm 
23. 十示手稿 32　2008，铅笔、水彩、纸，19.5×27 cm
23. Script of Appearance of Crosses 32　2008, Pencil and 
watercolor on paper, 19.5 x 27 cm 
24. 十示手稿 33　2009，水溶性彩色铅笔、铅笔、纸，
27×39 cm
24. Script of Appearance of Crosses 33　2009, Water-











































破裂。最近，丁乙再次与肖恩 · 斯库利（1945- ）的作品共
同展出，他们都聊到了蒙德里安。3 本书所收录的梁天爽的
文章，深思熟虑地评估了至今为止人们对于丁乙的讨论。

























One impulse in studies on Ding Yi ’s art by specialist 
contemporary art curators and critics has been to link his 
forms and practice to artistic developments seen in the 
West, notably modernism and abstraction over the course 
of the twentieth century, and also to China’s New Wave 
in the mid 1980s.1 The connection with Piet Mondrian 
(1872-1944), acknowledged by Ding Yi, has been fruitful. 
Indeed, it was within the seeming constraint of the grid 
that Mondrian discovered an autonomous space, a state 
he likened to the freedom experienced by a dancer who is, 
paradoxically, locked into the fixed sequence of steps and 
moves of a particular dance. Ding Yi’s tartan phase offers 
a link -- if only by a conceit -- with dance, since tartan is 
Scottish and Scots wear tartan at ceilidh dance parties. 
Mondrian’s artistic development from early part-abstracted 
works of trees (1908-12) to late city-grid works l ike 
Broadway Boogie-Woogie (1942), can also offer a model 
for Ding Yi’s development from provisionally abstracted, 
antagonistic works of the mid 1980s, such as Taboo (1986), 
to the more regular grid paintings of the 1990s and on, 
related to the urban footprint and visual ambience, showing 
the appearance of crosses. This metropolitan working 
environment that the two artists have in common has 
been noted.2 Still, Ding Yi’s grids have followed their own 
trajectory of transformation over the years, from the tartan-
like narrow-gauge grids of the 1990s; to the grid networks 
that are disrupted, challenged or reformed by fluorescent 
colour patterns of larger crosses, squares and other shapes 
in the 2000s; to the more distanced, nocturnal palette and 
occasionally chaotic and disintegrating grids of the 2010s. 
Most recently, Ding Yi has again been paired with Sean 
Scully (b. 1945), and they have discussed Mondrian.3 The 
essay by Tian S. Liang in this volume presents a thoughtful 
critical assessment of this discourse to date. 
It was not for any facility with all the details of twentieth-
century modernism, expressionism and abstraction that this 
curator was engaged to work on the What’s Left to Appear 
exhibition at the Long Museum (West Bund), nor for any 
track record of theoretical or metaphysical speculation of the 
aesthetics-oriented kind sometimes characterized as ‘gazing 
at ether’, wang qi 望氣. My reactions to Ding Yi’s work are, 
rather, primarily informed by disciplinary experience of the 
deep-rooted cultural patterns at play in the cultural tradition 
of China -- perhaps one could call these humanistic cultural 
archetypes that have had their manifestations in China.4 
To effect this approach, I would not assert that Ding Yi 
should be understood as ‘a Chinese artist’: that is surely an 
element of identity which it is for him to determine, and 
he has, describing himself as not a Chinese artist and not a 
modernist but an ‘internationalist’.5 It is just that I recognize 
patterns in his work that may be linked with ‘the Chinese 
The Reception of Ding Yi and the Framework 




























tradition’ as I understand it from prolonged engagement 
with both the art-historical canon and also the wider visual 
world encompassed by the notion of visual culture.  
As an art historian, I am less concerned with this-ism or 
that-ism as a way to characterise ‘influence’ (that pernicious 
concept) or the development of a movement or mode per 
se; what interests me is the special visual world to be found 
in art’s formal content and my basic approach to this world 
is post-formalist interpretation which lies, in David Summers’ 
sense, beyond the rise of Western modernism in the field of 
visual studies.6 This is my point of entry into the work and it 
also shapes my concept of how the work might be curated 
and displayed in the gallery context. Still, some critics would 
deem solely visual engagement with artwork too narrow 
insofar as it does not address the wider and documentary 
elements of contemporary practice that are regarded 
as essential for a full understanding of artistic projects 
and the popular participation of audiences in them.7 For 
contemporary art I have to concur, since here I necessarily 
contextualize Ding Yi’s work beyond the purely formal 
image.
How might we consider positioning Ding Yi’s art vis-à-vis this 
history of calligraphy and painting in China? Art historical 

















































be helpful here, without prejudice to their foundations in a 
mainstream intellectual tradition -- one seemingly alien to 
the present context -- in which paintings could function as 
‘images of the mind’ 心印 (xinyin), as media in an idealized 
antiquarian mode for lodging or inscribing of ideas 写意 
(xieyi ) about the ethical cultivation of the self. There are 
various channels by which particular concepts or modes from 
the past have been related to our modern situation. Firstly, 
discussing the painting concept of xieyi (literally ‘describing 
the idea’, i.e., expressively rather than figuratively oriented 
brushwork) in the art of reforming modern artists Xu 
Beihong (1895-1953) and Sanyu (or Chang Yu, 1901-1966), 
Eugene Y. Wang has explored how ‘sketch conceptualism’ (as 
he translates xieyi) functioned as a ‘modernist contingency’.8 
Essentially, as a sinological concept, xieyi was a convenient 
mode or contingent means whereby the self-consciousness 
and individualism of Western modernism might find a native 
equivalent or counterpart in the East Asian tradition, at a 
time (from the 1920s) when ink painting was starting to 
make more serious waves, critically, in international circles 
across East Asia. Secondly, even if the modern reception 
of Chan (or Zen) in East Asia has been characterized by 
fundamental divisions as to its nature and existential status,9 
nevertheless, qualities of Chan or Zen painting, such as 
randomness, deception, ambiguity, instability, abstraction, 
emptiness and change, have for some decades excited 
Western art historians who have cherished Chan art’s non-
conformity and multi-dimensionality as antidotes to the 
synoptics of modernist Western art history.10 Regarding 
Ding Yi, no doubt the abstraction of Chan could be mooted 
as a ‘post-modernist’ contingency but that is not what 
I propose here. The point here is that even if the notion 
of a wide range of continuities from China’s past in the 
present is problematic in a post-modern context, still, the 
epistemological foundations of culture cannot be wished 
away. This would particularly be the case with China, where 
a predisposition towards a long-sighted view of history has 
enabled popular traditions and values to perdure while 
polities come and go in cycles.  
How might we characterize, then, the historical position of 
an ‘internationalist’ practice based in Shanghai, such as Ding 
Yi’s? Is Shanghai, in this context, just to be seen as modern 
and international? Discussing the repression of modernities 
in literature in late imperial China, the era of Shanghai’s 
emergence as a world city, David Der-wei Wang has referred 
to the pervasive hold of the idea of belatedness, a sense 
that in modern China one is not in time for history but late 
for it, always looking back.11 Despite the introduction in 
Republican China of a heritage model based on a modern 
Western one, in which the past was a separate, distinct 
(and even museum-displayable) entity from the present, 
the idea of the past as something immediate, as a living 
tradition inscribed or embodied in the social fabric as in 
the built environment, was never fully displaced. Scholars 
in China today are exploring how traditional Confucian 
notions combining place with ritual, custom, social relations 
and identity, might be re-established as parameters for the 
spatial governance of China’s tangible heritage.12 
So, it would be crude for China’s past simply to be pitted 
against a modern,  international present in a binar y 
opposition which serves only to stress the distance and 
irrelevance of the past.13 The present link between art and 
Chinese medicine provides a way to understand and sidestep 
this problem, since traditional Chinese medicine makes 
little sense, if any, within a Western clinical framework and 
yet it works everyday for millions of people in China, East 
Asia and the rest of the world. Some artists have linked art 
and medicine, recognizing both as being ultimately for the 
individual and public good. Cai Guo-qiang’s (b. 1955) so-
called gunpowder medicine, like moxibustion or acupuncture 
for denizens of the city, literally highlights the popular and 
beneficent powers of art, while celebrating the Chinese 
invention of pyrotechnics. Similarly, Ding Yi’s art, echoing 
the square grid-form for the city laid down in the Confucian 
classics, provides a conceptual roadmap for the inhabitants 
of the city and has beneficent qualities. Without prejudice 
to the free agency of Ding Yi’s art within the international 
contemporary art scene, I wonder how any links we may see 
between Ding Yi and China’s cultural heritage might work 
as heuristic tools to bring new perspectives on his artwork.
What links are there? Returning to the visual, some have 
observed the power of a Ding Yi canvas to work on the 
viewer as if it were a moving digital screen, displaying 
an endlessly changing visual form of, for example, chaos 
theory. Computer programmes input with the so-called 
Mandelbrot set display an endlessly self-transforming 
spade-shape (Fig.1). Similarly, Ding Yi’s canvases appear to 
evolve visually, as the eye roves over, across and among 
the components, making surprising connections, one after 
the other -- and sometimes reverting -- between forms, 
spaces, depths, surfaces, colours and so on. His linear forms, 
even if the artist claims to be free of the burden carried by 
traditional calligraphic technique, necessarily recall the hard-
won but, at best, lightly-worn qualities of leading historical 
scholar-artists, who were both calligraphers and painters 
(Fig.2). Even if there is no formal representational value-set 
inherent in Ding Yi’s linework (that is to say, the lines do not 
represent anything other than lines forming crosses, which 
we are to understand as neutral forms without any linguistic 
or visual semantic burden), nevertheless, he cannot escape 
the fact that there is a long-established formal language at 
1 曼德博集合。The Mandlebrot set.
2 赵孟頫（1254-1322）《兰亭序十三跋》，现藏故宫
博物院，北京。Zhao Mengfu (1254-1322), Thirteen 
Colophons to the Orchid Pavilion Preface. Detail of an 
ink rubbing. Palace Museum, Beijing. 1
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play within the culture in which he was born and raised: 
lines are not just outlines, one might say, they do also 
embody figurative linear qualities, often with properties like 
pulsating energy, speed and momentum, tensile strength 
and suppleness, transparency, volume, round or flatness and 
so on. These are some of the basic connections I will touch 
upon in what follows. 
We begin with formal transformations. Part of the human 
response to abstract forms like Ding Yi’s grids, particularly if 
informed by the critical tradition of Chinese calligraphy, is to 
try to make visual sense of them, or, at least, to identify and 
recognize the forms as, in part, carriers of visual information 
relating to material or other characteristics like weight, size, 
density, strength, elasticity, tone, colour and so on. In part, it 
may be the individual viewer’s degree of recognition of the 
known or familiar in a particular canvas which determines 
how the visual effects embedded in the grid will become, 
in the sequence wherein images come into the foreground 
of one’s attention, focal or resting points. Shapes, patterns 
or colours will come to the fore usually one by one, picked 
up by the eye and transmitted from the retina to the mind, 
without recourse to the articulation of language; after a 
moment, this perception will gradually give way to another, 
related on some level, be it through adjacency or parallelism 
or a visual theme or other characteristic. There is some 
anecdotal evidence (I have tried it once) that the sequential 
pattern, whereby the eye moves after a pause from one 
perceived dominant form to the next emerging one, is 
shared by individuals starting from the same agreed motif. (In 
curatorial tours I mean to test this further.) 
In this sense, the experience of gazing at Ding Yi’s canvases 
is almost like watching a slow moving picture or film, but 
not entirely. A crucial difference is the interactive element, 
the option of spectator decision-making in this process, and 
in that respect Ding Yi’s work discloses itself, rather, in the 
mode of a Chinese handscroll, which has to be manipulated 
back and forth by the viewer, a choreography shaped by 
the interaction of the viewer/handler with the artwork and 
its artistic content. Scholar-artists in China have long played 
with the potential inherent in the scroll-painting format to 
choreograph visual experience in paintings and to suggest 
levels of ‘meaning’ or create open-ended visual experiences. 
An example from the mainstream tradition selected 
somewhat at random is Xia Chang’s 夏昶 (1388-1470), 
Spring Rain on the Xiang River 《湘江春雨》圖卷, dated 
1455, in the Museum of Asian Art, Berlin.  In the ‘opening’ 
reading, from right to left, the picture-scroll is revealed to 
record or visualize a journey upstream through rocks and 
bamboos, actually and figuratively towards the source or 
origin of the stream. In the ‘closing’ or downstream reading, 
from left to right, the spring or source, standing for the 
purity of antiquity, gradually becomes more distant and 
belated, the stuff of Confucian nostalgia.14
Obviously, Ding Yi’s works are mainly square canvases. 
Yet, his scrolling works on paper, which unfold both like 
handscrolls and like concertina albums work like this, 
including 23 Circles (23 ge yuan), Draft crosses (Shizi cao), 
26 Circles (26 yuan), all of 2009, and Order in Checkered 
Number (Fangge shuzi xulie) of 2011 (Fig. 3). One could also 
include the silkscreen work, The Round of Twenty Three 
(2011) in this group. Forms appear to wax and wane across 
the ‘lifetime’ of the scroll, which can be read right to left 
and left to right, with no obvious forwards or backwards 
direction. The situation of Ding Yi’s grids in time, whether in 
works on paper, tartan or canvas, echoes the cyclical pattern 
of Taoist concepts of nature and the cosmos as constantly 
developing through stages of growth and decay, waxing and 
waning. Consider that in pre-modern art in, say, depictions 
of water, a wave is not just a wave but the interplay of a 
gust of wind and a current of water or else part of a pattern 
of two tides in a day that over a lunar month become 
springs and neaps. In Ding Yi’s handscroll compositions, the 
transformation of the forms is governed by the waxing and 
waning order in which they are recorded horizontally on the 
paper. This suggests a developmental or cyclical process in 
the spectator’s reception of other parts of the oeuvre too. 
Looking at the hanging paintings and drawings, it is a 
moot question whether there is a predictable pattern or 
nature to this process of serial revelations in time. Today 
my eye might be drawn, first, to effects of transparency 
in the brushstrokes, which to me might recall calligraphic 
effects like ‘flying white’ 飛白 (feibai); that might lead to 
the sudden awareness of a particular colour among the 
grid lines, which could in turn draw attention to a pattern 
of dots or squares. ‘Negative’ spaces, like the ‘blank’ space 
around a character in calligraphy, then become positive 
spaces, an effect that may been seen particularly in early 
forms of calligraphy like seal and clerical scripts (zhuanshu, 
lishu), which emphasize design effects over linear ones due 
to the relative stiffness of early brushes compared with 
the more responsive and supple brushes introduced in the 
post-Han era, the dawn of the classical tradition. Small 
forms may reveal, or be perceptually transformed into, 
large ones via unexpected shifts in the comprehension of 
scale and dimension. Does the flow of discovery, which 
can be exhilarating and surprising, differ on different days 
and between individuals? What factors -- environmental 
or emotional -- might determine the sequence in tandem 
with the revelatory power of the artwork itself? Considering 















































3 丁乙，《方格数字序列》( 局部 )，2011，彩色铅笔、墨水、宣纸，
32×620 cm。Ding Yi, Order In Checkered Number（detail）, 
2011, Color pencil and ink on rice paper, 32 x 620 cm.
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of immersion in multiple works within open or enclosed 
spaces, as in the exhibition, What’s Left to Appear? These 
are all open questions. 
Let us come back for a moment to formal marks in art 
and their status as bearers of artistic content. Calligraphic 
qualities of brushwork may well have been the most 
privileged forms of artistic selfhood in pre-modern art in 
China. In this sense, they were formal abstractions built into, 
onto or around the figurative content of an artwork if it 
were a picture, or the textual frame of a work of calligraphy 
or the building fabric in garden design or architecture. 
The generation of formal content in the calligraphic 
brushwork of the elite worked primarily through the effect 
of referencing -- either via figurative qualities of the line or 
else potentially by referencing recognizable pre-existing and 
value-determined forms in the repertoire.15 And we may 
remark that Ding Yi has set out to neutralize readings of his 
art in this traditional, mainstream fashion.  
There is another characteristic, distinct from referencing, 
to the basic formal motif of the cross in Ding Yi’s work: it 
is also a recursive motif. Recursion is a remarkable effect 
that can occur in language (explored by Noam Chomsky), 
music, mathematics (e.g., the Sierpinski triangle; Fig.4) 
or images (e.g., the Droste effect; Fig.5) whereby a motif 
or feature (sometimes the whole image) is repeated on a 
proportionate scale within itself. The Sierpinski triangle is 
an example of fractal recursion, where the shape of the 
original triangle is, through the application of recursion, 
composed of repetitions of its own form in ever diminishing 
proportion. Recursion happens in Ding Yi’s art when he 
uses a combination of single crosses (or squares) at a local 
level to build up larger images of crosses composed of 
crosses within a painting, such that the smaller crosses are 
recursive components of the larger ones (Figs 6 and 7 ). What 
is unusual in Ding Yi’s art is the appearance of competing, 
interwoven recursions in a single canvas. Recursions like 
these contrast with the effect of a figure or a trope, which 
refers to or represents something not present or else outside 
itself, as a traditional painting of bamboo, for example in Xia 
Chang’s handscroll cited above, might conventionally signify 
Confucian humanistic values of constancy and benevolence 
(evergreen), integrity (tendency to uprightness), moderation 
(evenly spaced nodes, jie 节) and so on. Similarly, ‘centred-
tip’-style calligraphy by Zhao Mengfu might refer to the 
classical tradition of epistolary calligraphy descending from 
the ‘sage of calligraphy’, Wang Xizhi. By contrast, recursive 
motifs tend to have multiple repetition and self-referencing 
as their fundamental order, often for the sake of emphasis. 
At the same time, the recursive quality of crosses and grid 
squares does not preclude them from also being geometric 
transformations such as reflections and translations. 
How might these conventions of self-consciousness in the 
basic linear forms of art provide a framework for reading 
Ding Yi’s antagonistic forms and brushwork? In one sense, 
his art might actually be regarded as a logical historical 
development of the practice of maverick artists celebrated 
for the self-referential quality of their lineament, from 
Gu Kaizhi (c. 344-c. 405) in the early medieval era of 
individualism to the eccentric Chen Hongshou (1598-1652) 
and beyond. In the case of Chen Hongshou, who was active 
in the late Ming in the cities of northern Zhejiang, although 
renowned primarily for the ‘lofty and antique’ quality of 
his ink-outline technique (gaogu yousi miao 高古游絲描), 
he was a master of referencing patterns and textures of all 
kinds of materials using just the effects of ink on paper.16 
Yet, his painting was not just brushwork: his eccentric and 
often witty approach to composition embodied an element 
of selfhood, just as the grid idiom does for Ding Yi.  
If we try to link Ding Yi to a moment in pre-modern or 
late modern art then it makes sense to explore his early 
predecessors in Shanghai. It is no surprise that Chen 
Hongshou was one of past masters admired by leading 
artists of late nineteenth-century like Ren Bonian (Ren Yi, 
1840-1895), who was arguably a Shanghai artist rather 
than ‘a Chinese ar tist ’ work ing in the vibrant urban 
context of electric lighting of public spaces, a burgeoning 
entertainment industry, illustrated magazines and daily 
publication of the news by telegraph.17 Ren Bonian openly 
incorporated into his painting all kinds of visual references 
and effects redolent of Shanghai’s fin-de-siècle modernity, 
from mimicking the shallow depth of field characteristic 
of studio photography to calligraphic surface abstraction 
in the manner of the Yangzhou ‘eccentrics’ to western 
techniques like shading that had been widely current in 
China for a century. Jonathan Hay and Roberta Wue have 
both remarked how the appearance of dynamic, close-up 
views, foils, screens and unexpected angles and sightlines 
in Ren Bonian’s painting worked like a coded representation 
of experiencing life in the city, echoing the speed, height, 
lighting and random character of urban encounters.18 An 
example is the circular fan painting, Lotus and Mandarin 
Ducks of 1879 (Palace Museum, Beijing) (Fig.8). Among 
the surface abstractions Ren created was a kind of collage 
technique whereby he laid down discrete flat layers of 
bright colour seemingly in the surface layer of a painting. 
In Lotus and Mandarin Ducks, the brightly painted patterns 
of leaves and plants, flattened up into the picture plane, 
are combined with eye or sightlines into and around the 
composition, including across the surface to involve the 

























4 谢尔宾斯基三角形。The Sierpinski triangle. 
5 德罗斯特效应。The Droste effect.
6 丁乙，《十示 2010-2》，2010，成品布上丙烯，
140×180 cm。Ding Yi, Appearance of Crosses 2010-
2, 2010, Acrylic on tartan, 140 x 180 cm.
7 丁乙，《十示 2010-12》，2010，布面丙烯，
220×440cm。Ding Yi, Appearance of Crosses 2010-






Noting a liberty in Ren Bonian’s art to work in the surface 
with colour, wash and line concurrently with volumetric 
representational methods begotten of western ocular 
science, how might that inform us about the treatment of 
visual effects like screening, depth of field and line quality in 
Ding Yi’s art, where motifs lie at, near, in, across or all about 
the picture surface? Patterns such as are found on textiles or 
decorative surfaces have long entranced artists all over the 
world. A peculiarity of their representation in early modern 
China was the flattening of fabric and drapery patterns 
up into the picture surface, rather than bending them 
volumetrically in three-dimensional space around the body 
forms they clothed or three-dimensional spaces they filled, 
the better to render the overall pattern of fabric or design.19 
The task falling to the observer of such patterns is to make 
visual sense of a flat, sometimes grid-like pattern and the 
outline that may define its outer limit and contain it; to 
combine these pieces of visual information in order to ‘read’ 
a form as flat or else three-dimensional and volumetric or 
otherwise. The conventional use of flat patterning in pre-
modern painting is evidence of an expectation of sensible 
visual interpretation on the part of the observer, informed 
by human experience of being the world and by default 
cultural expectations of self-cultivation. 
Put another way, formal information supplied as being in 
the picture plane awaits proper interpretation on the part 
of the reader. Discussing Ren Bonian, who created similar 
kinds of puzzle for new urban audiences of Shanghai, 
Roberta Wue has argued that their appearance in his art 
was not inaccessibly highbrow but was geared to enchant 
and beguile a wide range of urban audiences, not just the 
elite.20 One can still see a Ding Yi grid as an homage to 
Mondrian, privileging the western modernist connection, 
but these juxtapositions with surface effects in art from 
Ming-Qing China open up another valid order of reception, 
which reassuringly assumes a satisfactory degree and facility 
of visual literacy on the part of the spectator. 
Ding Yi himself calls attention to spatial and perspectival 
effects in his work, so let us consider further some of the 
relationships and positions his work engenders from the 
point of view of spectatorship. What is the active field in 
and around the grid-form artwork? The grid acts like a 
visual screen, even if latticed and not opaque, such that the 
distance between the observer and the grid on the canvas 
is clearly one active space and its dynamic is along the line 
of viewing between the eye and the canvas, perpendicular 
to the picture surface. The sense of space beyond the grid 
may also become a focal point in his paintings, whenever, 
during the state of visual absorption, the focal distance of 
the observer’s eyes fixes at a free point beyond the grid. It 
is a delightful conundrum that although the spectator may 
feel her eyes are focussed on the horizon, still, the forms 
in the painting close by appear to be, at the same time, in 
sharp focus. One might conceive of the line of viewing (from 
eye to canvas and into the infinity of spatial depth behind 
the grid) and the canvas as forming another, recursive + 
(cross). The horizontal line of viewing is conceptually fairly 
stable, being governed by the spectator’s standpoint on 
the ground and the canvas’s position on the wall. However, 
the plane of the grid represented on the canvas is not so 
anchored, which has a bearing on the figurative position 
of the observer. The grid’s (or the +’s) symbolic neutrality 
gives no clue as to what plane or planes it ought to exist 
in, although a modern eye might tend to conceive of it in 
a kind of frontal vertical plane, similar, for instance, to the 
way the letters on this page exist in words and phrases in a 
lateral spatial relationship to each other, perpendicular to the 
line of sight of you, the reader. Probably the same situation 
would obtain if one conceived of the + as, say, a Nestorian 
cross or the Chinese character shi 十 (ten). But why should 
language-derived images determine this conceptualization 
of space and plane?
Nowadays philologists recognize that the earliest forms 
of writing (in the ancient Near East) were not linguistic or 
verbal, but in fact pictographic, implying different points of 
observation.21 This legacy may be more obvious in Chinese 
than in other language systems. If one thinks in terms of 
the total history of Chinese calligraphy (not because of 
any methodological advantage to a search for origins but 
because of that immediacy of the past we have noticed in 
China’s culture), the cross form could certainly be conceived 
as an image seen from a bird’s eye view, from above, looking 
down. This is, for instance, the case with the not dissimilar 
form of characters for constructed things such as fields, tian 
田 and carriages, che 車. The character tian 田 is similar to a 
modern plan view in architecture, in which a building is seen 
from above -- and in this case tian 田 is remarkably close 
to the plan view of the grid structure of the Long Museum 
(West Bund), as well as to some of Ding Yi’s grid squares. 
The latter character che 車 is read pictographically as a 
carriage or cart for oxen or horses: the vertical line is the axel 
shaft; the two horizontals are wheels; the 曰 shape is the 
car for the load mounted over the axel. Still other characters 
combine idealized conceptual and spatial relationships: the 
role of a prince or ruler is embodied in the vertical stroke of 
the character wang 王, which connects the three horizontal 
realms of the cosmos, heaven above, earth below and 
humanity in between. Such observations lay the grounds 



















































1895), Lotus and Mandarin Ducks, 1879. Circular 



























Let us step back from individual marks to the collective 
by considering, in calligraphic lore, the moment when 
calligraphy was transformed into an art of the thinking 
man. The famous ‘Battle-formation of the brush’ 筆陣圖 
(Bizhen tu) attributed to the ‘calligraphic sage’ Wang Xizhi’s 
(303-365) teacher, Madam Wei (Wei Furen), offers another 
avenue for consideration of the mechanism and function of 
Ding Yi’s planar structure. The battle-formation is an image 
of the grid structure into which characters in an inscription 
were positioned, and its character, zhen 陣, a pictographic 
image comprised of ranks or banks (fu 阝) of war chariots 
(che 車), is a figure of the visually active grid-like structure 
within which Chinese characters are arranged on a surface 
in an inscription. Wang Xizhi’s artistic contribution was 
to have naturalized the art of calligraphy despite this grid 
stricture, by reframing the grid according to the characters, 
as it were: allowing the density, visual simplicity or design 
potential of individual characters to determine their own 
transcribed size, scale and dynamic, thereby refashioning the 
grid according to the now noble and sagely (and no longer 
scribe-like) art of writing. In the Zhao Mengfu example, 
the sense of the grid is a vestige, a convention broken 
(repeatedly, with each act of copying) by the calligrapher’s 
liberty to write characters proportionately small or large 
according to perceived natural principles. In some sense, 
Ding Yi is also doing this in the ways he endlessly reprises 
and recolours the grid in response to both life experience 
and to the grid’s own development in his oeuvre as an 
artistic idiom. 
Stepping back even further from the grid to consider 
spectatorship, there is one even older piece of calligraphic 
lore that Ding Yi’s art calls to mind, particularly the group 
of new works from 2015, mounted in the central cathedral 
nave-like gallery of the Long Museum (West Bund) for the 
exhibition, What’s Left to Appear. Measuring 480 x 240 
cm each and painted predominantly in black with grids 
emerging in white and other colours, and incised through 
these paint layers to reveal patterns, these artworks recall 
ancient monumental stele which historically were made 
of dark stone and incised with calligraphic inscriptions. 
The new work could also recall the ink rubbings in intaglio 
taken as copies of the inscriptions on those stele, in which 
the grid/inscription is left in white against a black-inked 
background. The vogue for erecting such monuments began 
in the late Han dynasty and with it arose the custom of stele 
tourism, which later, from the Song period on, became a 
celebrated topic in painting, known as ‘pictures of reading 
steles’ (Dubei tu or Guanbei tu).22 Seeing visitors looking up 
at Ding Yi’s new dark artworks on plywood will inevitably 
remind anyone who has seen these compositions of that 
genre. 
And if spectators are intrigued or puzzled by what they see, 
that too will reprise one of the famous historical incidents of 
‘visiting a stele’, when the notorious general Cao Cao (155-
220) and his advisor Yang Xiu (175-219) encountered a stele 
erected to the ‘exemplary woman’ Cao E (d. 143) at Kuaiji, 
Zhejiang Province. Benighted and without a lantern, they 
had to feel the inscription by hand to read the main text as 
well as the famous puzzle incised on the back which, when 
solved, paid tribute to Cao E’s character and conduct.23 In 
‘Dubei tu’ paintings of the later dynastic period, tourists are 
often depicted puzzling in front of a stele, a scene that may 
allude to the Cao E stele with its difficult riddle. To be sure, 
there was a serious degree of rivalry between Cao Cao and 
Yang Xiu over the interpretation of this and other verbal/
visual/conceptual puzzles -- which may to some extent be 
echoed in exchanges among critics and viewers who have 
come to stand before and gaze upon Ding Yi's artwork.
As a curator, I hope that audiences of What’s Left to Appear 
will give Ding Yi’s work time with their eyes, generously, a 
bit like Cao Cao and Yang Xiu before the stele to Cao E and 
certainly long enough to note the somatic sensations and 
mental images resulting from prolonged visual immersion in 
the work. I am referring here to this mostly linear process of 
communication in time that takes place during absorption 
in the work whereby a seemingly unique visual dialogue 
occurs between the artist, as embodied in the painting, and 
the observer through the eye and visual cortex. Although 
there is a total lack of any obvious narrative in Ding Yi's 
work, nevertheless, the grids have an uncanny power 
to trigger reflections and thereby to recall memories to 
the mind of the spectator. It would be hard to say how 
individual or shared these reflections are. For example, the 
endlessly self-transforming nature of the forms and their 
power to engage the individual and suspend that person’s 
sense of ‘normal’ time, for me, recalls something of the 
endlessly self-fashioning quality of magical, other worlds in 
pre-modern painting. In the cultural imaginary, audiences 
travelled to these immortal abodes in the eastern sea or 
paradise worlds hidden within the world, through stories 
and visual narratives. I know the iconography of the isles 
of the immortals in painting from long scrolls like the Isles 
of the Blessed by the Yuan-dynasty priest-painter Puguang. 
Viewing the scroll, one encounters island after island across 
a stormy sea, each island seemingly a transformation of 
the last, or else the same one endless self-transformed.24 
It is a wonder that such generic forms as Ding Yi’s grids 
could produce such free and individualized responses, 
reactions that when they are articulated like this may be as 
enchanting to one person as they are tenuous, if not in fact 
































































































I have picked up on quite a few resonances in Ding Yi’s 
work with ‘tradition’. If I relate aspects of Ding Yi’s work 
to that tradition it is not to say that this is the right or 
correct way to address his painting. Rather, it is a means 
to complicate our sense of what may be happening in it. 
In closing, I want to consider Ding Yi’s relationship to the 
very beginning of art as a self-conscious activity in China, a 
moment in time exemplified in painting by the Admonitions 
of the Court Instructress picture-scroll attributed to Gu 
Kaizhi in the British Museum. That artwork is a fine example 
of how a painting might reify the act of looking (in the 
so-called toilette scene, the women attending to their 
coiffures and putting on their make-up specifically draw 
attention to the superficial nature of physical beauty and 
fashion, which neatly parallels the admonition in the text to 
cultivate the inner self; Fig.9), and also reward looking and 
absorption, specifically in some of the witty references and 
allusions which spice up what could otherwise have been a 
humourless subject. 
In the Admonitions, the charge or spark deposited by 
the painter in the traces has excited viewers for over a 
millennium. The sheer humanity of these sometimes 
conflicted individuals may be regarded as the embodiment 
of the first of Xie He’s six canonical laws of painting (liufa), 
namely that figures should have the quality of qiyun 
shengdong (‘resonating with the spirit and moving as in 
life’). But even as this painter, who may be Gu Kaizhi, is 
seen to embody canonical norms in exemplary fashion, at 
the same time, he is a maverick who makes up his own rules 
by playing with and at times seeming to subvert the didactic 
iconography of these scenes. Arguably, these subversions 
(such as adding details not in the text or unexpected 
touches of realism and wit) are what make the painting so 
successful as a vehicle of admonition, or at least of drawing 
attention to admonition. There is a degree of complicity 
between the painter and his immediate intended audience 
which suggests that neither was necessarily bound to the 
normative (Confucian) rules of conduct, and that both 
delighted in a cult of individualism. 
It seems strange to be invoking Xie He’s Six Laws in the 
context of Ding Yi’s work, which is post-modern and 
abstract. Nevertheless, in Ding Yi’s work we do find an 
extraordinary quality of animation, that spark of humanity 
alluded to in the term qiyun shengdong. Xie He’s criteria 
regarding composition and layout are also meticulously 
attended to. And as for Xie He’s sixth and final law of 
painting, copying and transmitting, Ding Yi’s work is the 
epitome of self-copying and self-transmitting to a degree 
where this becomes in itself an act of independence and 
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SMcC: The new work uses a kind of lacquering technique, 
with multiple layers of colour on wooden boards. How did 
you come to develop that? And how is it working with the 
new technique? 
DY: I have never researched lacquer objects, nor do I think 
my work has any relation to lacquer. Throughout my career 
as an artist, I have always aspired to push the boundaries 
of what constitutes a painting by introducing new materials 
and features from elsewhere. This can be seen in my early 
works, where I combined precision (a crucial factor in design) 
and painting. Subsequently, in selecting materials, I set 
about adapting tartan into my painting as a base medium. 
In my recent works, I just wanted to build up a painterly 
relationship between the woodcut and painting, and not 
merely create a woodblock picture. The concept has resulted 
in a variety of colours with layers of paint underneath in my 
new series of work. The colours lying under the surface are 
then variously revealed in the process of carving through the 
layers. 
SMcC: This series of works is certainly very textural -- there 
are carving marks as well as broad brushstrokes to be seen 
on the black paint surface. 
DY: The creative techniques in new series of work emphasize 
painterly qualities, and these can be quite sensuous. Though 
the same methods  are used to create the entire series, each 
A Conversation between Shane McCausland 
and Ding Yi
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and every painting presents an individual exploration of 
these painterly qualities. Some of the paintings are very flat 
or screen-like in terms of composition, while others give a 
sense of space and depth beyond the surface; some have 
a clear structure while a few particular pieces have had 
the structure ironed out of them in the process of making. 
Although as a body, this group of works only explores 
either red or blue-green as colour themes, still, as far as the 
handling of the picture surface goes, each theme comprises 
a different kind of colour combination.
SMcC: Your new body of work integrates techniques of 
painting, calligraphy and woodblock engraving, so is this still 
considered painting?
DY: Of course it is painting! These works will be labelled as 
works on wood. 
SMcC: Or can it be considered sculpture?
DY: Actually, the concept of sculpture is founded on the idea 
that an object is three dimensional -- or nearly so, in which 
case it would be considered relief sculpture. Now my new 
work has concave depth from the incisions but no convex 
height, so it can hardly be considered sculpture. 
SMcC: What makes your work distinctive is the fact that it is 























DY: This is not a question. 
SMcC: Right, it ’s a statement. Over the last six months 
you have been looking after three studios. Has that been 
difficult? 
DY: Yes, indeed. With the ever increasing numbers of visitors 
to Moganshan Road [M50], I reckoned I would only work in 
the other two studios. The Hongqiao studio is far from the 
city centre: there are not many visitors and it is quiet and I 
can be sure of having time to work. I am quite satisfied with 
the progress I have made here, and in addition the large 
space allows me to visualize the relationship between the 
artworks and the exhibition space at the Long Museum. 
The Binjiang studio will be my main work space in the near 
future. Finding an oasis of calm amid the commotion might 
be the right ecology for art.  
SMcC: Has the Long Museum’s space influenced the latest 
works in any way?
DY: The most challenging space in the Long Museum is the 
first place you enter after coming through the door: a vast, 
high gallery. The biggest challenge for the artworks is  how 
to control,  interact and enter into  dialogue with this space. 
It’s for that reason that I started to work on this series of 
large works. The cement walls in the Long Museum may 












































as the cement walls are tough and it requires a material just 
as strong to strike a balance. 
SMcC: The walls of art galleries are usually white while the 
Long museum’s concrete walls are grey. Has that influenced 
your work in any way? 
DY: Not much. I came to realize that only vibrant or simple 
colours would be able to dominate the exhibition space. 
Coincidentally, three years ago, I started to change my 
colour palette from the former to the latter. My new 
artworks have developed along these lines, using a calm but 
powerful black to set the tone. So there is no clash with the 
grey of the concrete walls. 
SMcC: The architectural space of Long Museum seems 
very post-industrial and I personally feel that it is a suitable 
environment for your work. What do you think?
DY: The exhibition galleries are rather unique. Besides the 
main exhibition hall, the long corridors connecting the other 
areas are relatively small. The building itself incorporates 
a number of grid-like forms into its outer structure, while 
the interior is made of glass, and this draws the exterior 
environment into the museum. So, metaphorically, it is 
quite easy for my artwork to strike up a dialogue with these 
surroundings. Though I am an abstract artist, in recent 
years I have started to take note of the urban development 
of Shanghai, and I feel, in this way, that there seems to be 
potentially a new perspective, viewing the city through the 
museum. 
SMcC: When you have a big show like this, and when you 
know you have a deadline, one cannot avoid feeling a 
degree of pressure. At the same time, we came up with the 
title of this exhibition, What’s Left to Appear. Do you ever 
find yourself wondering, what is this that I have made? 
DY: To be honest, I have not given it much thought. In the 
last six months, my main focus has been to immerse myself 
entirely in my work, so it is these artworks that express my 
current thoughts and feelings about art. I want to create an 
embryonic energy in these works rather than something that 
has grown up and gone away. Therefore, I have had a very 
intense relationship with the actual paintings throughout 
the creative process, constantly buoyed up by my sense 
of enthusiasm. In this way it is an exploration without 
a hypothesis. The artworks themselves are constantly 
changing, and even after they’re completed, one can still 
gain new perspectives on them so that an end point can 
also be a new point of departure. In addition, the artworks 
seem to change as the distance between the viewer and the 
canvas varies but  pinning down this process by which scale 
and perspective shift is pretty mysterious. 
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SMcC: You’ve been painting crosses for thirty years, so your 
audience will be gratified to know that you still find this 
extremely exciting, from one moment to the next. I had also 
a question about your recent conversations with Sean Scully. 
It’s nice that both Sean Scully and you will be exhibited at 
almost the same time. How did you find the interaction?
DY: I feel Sean Scully is a role model for the previous 
generation of artists, and I have followed his journey as an 
artist. However, times are changing, the world is changing, 
and now he is not the only role model. 
SMcC: In this new body of work, there are many visual 
elements to be explored, and that includes depth of space 
and spatial relationships. For the viewer it is more of a visual 
journey, as you look at it, and your eyes will move around 
to different depths, picking connections. The grid seems 
sometimes more like a material, and at times immaterial, 
constantly changing in this way -- I mean that may be the 
most obvious aspect. What about time, the aspect of time, 
because when one looks at your work, say a small canvas 
or a large painting, does that represent, to you, a morning’s 
work, a day’s work, or a month’s work? Do you think of 
the work in that way as a record of time, as well as an 
exploration of space? 
DY: Usually artists do not pay much attention to narrow 
definitions of the duration of creating art. An artwork is final 
and complete by its own standards, for example, depending 
on the degree of density and so on. As such, it does not 
matter whether I have spent four hours or sixteen hours 
on one painting, since for me they are the same. However, 
having a solo exhibition imposes a certain constraint on 
time, and the making process has to be accelerated as more 
time is required for larger pieces of work. On average I have 
been working about 15 hours a day, and for some paintings, 
it may take up to two months to complete them. Painting 
consistently within a fixed period of time can also make 
a  series of works more closely related to one another and 
more coherent.   
SMcC: Could you please provide your audience at Long 
Museum with some suggestions or pointers?
DY: It is difficult to provide any suggestions since audiences 
are not easy to control. They form naturally, and of course 
there are often other factors to take into account. For 
instance, if there are several exhibitions opening around 
the same time, you will find some habitual gallery visitors 
who are always in a hurry. Another factor is the limitation of 
space: when there aren’t many exhibitions on, visitors will 
tend to gather at the same few places. There are growing 
numbers of art museums [in Shanghai] which are attracting 
more younger visitors and  I hope some of them will become 










国现代美术资料展”, K 画廊 , 东京 , 1991），其次在欧洲 （“中
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As one of the most celebrated abstract artists working in 
China, Ding Yi, and his works, have attracted considerable 
attention from curators and art critics in and outside China 
since the late 1980s. In 1988, three of Ding Yi’s earliest 
‘Appearance of Crosses’ works shown in the Exhibition of 
Today’s Art at the Shanghai Art Museum shocked local 
audiences because their idiosyncratic visual qualities.1 But 
such consternation has not, apparently, caused the number 
of invitations to exhibit that he has received to diminish. 
Since 1989, when he participated in the well-received group 
show China/Avant-Garde Art Exhibition at the National Art 
Gallery in Beijing, Ding Yi’s works started to emerge onto 
the global art scene, first in Japan (with the Documentary 
Exhibition of Chinese Art of the 90’s, K Gallery, Tokyo, 
1991) and then in Europe (with the China Avant-garde, 
Touring Exhibition in Germany, The Netherlands, Denmark 
and the UK, 1993), culminating in the 45th International Art 
Exhibition Venice Biennale in 1993. 
Throughout the last two decades, Ding Yi’s works have not 
only been shown in group exhibitions at numerous venues 
in East Asia, Europe, North America, and Australia, but 
24 solo exhibitions, including the current one at the Long 
Museum (West Bund) in Shanghai, have also taken place 
across various cities in China, Singapore and Europe. In 
addition, through the activities of ShanghART Gallery which 




























represents Ding Yi, his works have been acquired by leading 
international institutions and collections such as the Centre 
Pompidou in France, the Uli Sigg Collection in Switzerland, 
the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum in Japan, the M+ Collection 
in Hong Kong, the DSL Collection in Paris, and the Long 
Museum in Shanghai, to name just a few. 
Such an international record of exhibitions and acquisitions 
of Ding Yi’s works has brought with it a certain scholarly 
focus on the artist. Accounts of Ding Yi’s biography and 
the development of his oeuvre to date have generally been 
conceived within the current discourse of contemporary 
art. Most of these studies are to be found in the catalogues 
of the solo exhibitions just mentioned, such as Monica 
Dematte’s ‘Simplicity, Complexity, Synthesis: Ding Yi’s 
Painting Process’ (1994) and Cao Weijun’s ‘The Magician of 
Crosses’ (2009) (reprinted in this volume, pp 127-142).2 Qian 
Naijing’s monograph Ding Yi, in the Contemporary Artists 
Series edited by the art historian Lü Peng in 2007, has also 
carefully traced Ding’s artistic development and identified 
his stylistic formation with five keywords: Manifestation 
(xuanyan), Freehand (tushou), Material Experimentation 
(cailiao changshi), City (chengshi) and Self-discipline (zilü).
Thanks to these thorough biographical studies, we come 
























late 1980s when he was still a student at the Fine Arts 
Department of Shanghai University. Collectively, these 
biographically-grounded studies all recognize Ding Yi as a 
self-disciplinarian and define his artistic development as a 
constantly evolving process, while his painting practice has 
been described in terms of several more or less analogous 
themes, including simplicity, complexity, freehand quality and 
material experimentation (such as his use of tartan). Ding Yi’s 
works have also often been discussed in the context of the 
city in which he lives—Shanghai.  Ding Yi’s repetitive practice 
of painting crosses may or may not defy the conventional 
meanings ascribed to art in figurative or narrative contexts,3 
but it is noteworthy that these biographical studies on Ding 
Yi have exhausted the abovementioned themes as critical 
tools to examine his works. Further, when interrogating 
Ding Yi’s works, most art critics and theorists have found 
themselves lingering in presupposed theoretical contexts: 
as Mathieu Borysevicz pungently observed, Ding Yi’s works 
‘have more often than not been discussed on more or less 
the same terms (spirituality, reiteration, and [their] taciturn 
response to China’s social upheaval in the 1980s’).4
Drawing upon the ideas of ‘simplicity’ and ‘complexity’, Li 
Xianting, a renowned art critic in the contemporary Chinese 
art world, has proclaimed that Ding Yi’s reiterative grid-
















































Kröner 撰写了一篇相对冗长的文章来陈述自 19 世纪末以来
into complexity’ (jijian erfan).5 This concept may be traced 
in Li’s essay, ‘Prayer Beads and Brushstrokes’, published 
in conjunction with the group exhibition of the same title 
at the Beijing-Tokyo Art Projects in 2003. In the essay, Li 
compared art with religion, arguing that between these 
two there was no difference, as far as the self-pacification 
of the mind is concerned.6 To that end, Li asserted, the 
artist's repetition of brushstrokes was somehow analogous 
to the repetition of turning the prayer beads or chanting 
the six-syllabled Sanskrit mantra Om mani padme hum by a 
Buddhist, as both are abstract and metaphysical and devoid 
any narrative meaning. Situating Ding Yi’s grid idiom in this 
spiritual context, Li viewed Ding’s painting practice as a form 
of meditation close to Chan Buddhism. 
In the same vein, the art historian Gao Minglu placed 
Ding Yi’s works in a metaphysical context which he called 
‘Maximalism’. Gao regarded Ding Yi’s crosses as a ‘precise 
manipulation’,  to which the simple form of the cross 
‘provides the possibility of continuous and monotonous 
manipulation.’7 Quoting the artist’s self-statement, Gao 
Minglu believed that Ding Yi’s experience of continuous 
work could garner him ‘spiritual release and inspirational 
experience’.8 Yet, it seems that no matter what terms 
they have used to designate Ding Yi’s pattern of crosses, 
both Gao Minglu and Li Xianting saw Ding’s continuous 
‘manipulat ion’ of  crosses as  a  tension between the 
individual motif and the whole structure of a painting, 
and they regarded Ding Yi’s painting practice as a spiritual 
act which pointed to self-discipline as understood in a 
religious context. With the in-your-face title ‘Repetitious 
Craze’, Wang Min’an, a cultural critic, emphasized once 
again Ding Yi’s repetitious act of painting crosses. However, 
instead of reading Ding Yi’s crosses in a spiritual context, 
Wang considered Ding’s practice of painting crosses as a 
cyclical mode of art production, such that each of the artist’s 
paintings‘ is not a finished project, never and ever, and 
forms just a part of a series of crosses which is a long-term 
painting process—removed from this viewpoint, his work 
would be meaningless’.9 
Perhaps it is the paradoxical surface quality of Ding’s 
crossed-shaped motif that causes the binary of ‘simplicity’ 
and ‘complexity’ to remain as a linchpin in almost every 
study of the artist. Curator Hou Hanru’s frequently cited 
essay on Ding Yi, ‘An Excessive Minimalist’ (reprinted in this 
volume, pp 123-126) is no exception. Apparently opposed 
to Gao Minglu’s theoretical framework of ‘Maximalism’, 
Hou Hanru instead used the seemingly contradictory term 
‘Excessive Minimalism’ to denote Ding Yi’s art practice (which 
is probably closer to Li Xianting’s theory of ‘accumulating 
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Yi, ‘painting is reduced to its minimal state, as there is a 
formidable dynamic created by the tension between the 
excessiveness of formal variety and the minimal nature of the 
structural elements’11. That is to say, seen individually, each 
of Ding’s crosses is a motif that can be appreciated for its 
own succinct beauty, but once they have been composited 
by the artist in a systematic fashion in the picture plane, at 
that point, taken collectively, the overlapping crosses form 
an excessive surface that is suggestive of flatness or pictorial 
depth on our retina.
In fact, Hou Hanru’s essay explored Ding Yi’s art within a 
much broader context, extending to the wider societal and 
cultural landscape of China since the end of 1970s, and 
further argued that the city of Shanghai itself enabled Ding 
Yi to emerge as an individualist, because in Hou’s estimation 
Shanghai has had greater esteem for individual rights and 
cultural diversity, while the Shanghai art scene ‘has never 
been a collective business claiming common values’.12 It is 
important to note that Hou Hanru was not the only author 
to discern the significance of Shanghai as a constant fertile 
ground that has enriched Ding Yi’s art in so many ways. 
In the catalogue of Ding Yi’s solo exhibition, Appearance 
of Crosses from 1989-2007, Magdalena Kröner devoted 
a relatively lengthy essay to narrating the development of 
























With her erudite references to various cultural and artistic 
transformations that happened in the city—from the 
innovative painters of the Shanghai School in the fin-de-
siècle period to the construction of futuristic skyscrapers in 
recent years—Kröner’s study on Shanghai is undoubtedly 
helpful for Western audiences with limited knowledge of 
China and its culture. However, it seems that in her scrutiny 
of Shanghai, Kröner did not particularly engage with the 
works of Ding Yi, which somewhat distances her essay 
from its context, given that it was after all published in the 
catalogue of Ding’s solo exhibition at Bologna, Italy, in 2008.
By looking closely at the artwork itself, Tony Godfrey 
explores Ding Yi’s works in relation to the LED lights 
of Shanghai, with particular attention paid to Ding’s 
fluorescent paintings (reprinted in this volume, pp 143-151). 
Previous biographical studies revealed that the initiative for 
Ding’s fluorescent works flowed from a dialogue between 
the artist and the art historian Serge Guilbaut from the 
University of British Columbia held in 1998 at the artist’s 
studio,14 recording the fact that Ding was challenged by 
a question: ‘The city [of Shanghai] is changing drastically; 
how come artists do not react?’15 According to Godfrey, 
this question made Ding Yi rethink and re-examine the 
city he lived in, and triggered his use of neon colours in 










stated this inspirational fact, Godfrey provided careful visual 
analysis of the actual artworks, stating, ‘we must always 
begin by describing the paintings and how they affect us’17. 
It is through Godfrey’s succinct enquiry into the choice of 
colours in Ding’s works that we come to recognize the 
distinctive visual dynamism of space, mood and pattern that 
are articulated through Ding Yi’s brushwork.
Ding Yi’s vibrant visual language thus also opens up the 
possibility of dissecting the importance of pattern in an 
art historical context, as Mathieu Borysevicz effectively 
did with his multi-directional exploration of tartan, argyle, 
check and gingham as a way to examine the geometrical 
elements in Ding Yi’s works within a wider discourse of art 
and pattern under a globalized framework.18 Departing 
from the same globalized stance, Demetrio Paparoni19 
and Thibaut Verhoeven20 explored Ding Yi’s works from 
‘a European perspective’,21 where Ding Yi was discussed 
alongside prominent Western figures in abstract art such 
as Piero Dorazio (1927-2005), Peter Halley (b. 1953), and 
Sean Scully (b.1945). Yet, it is worth remarking that these 
multifaceted studies on either the resourceful materiality or 
the transcultural visual appeal of Ding Yi’s work could only 
be realized because of the richness in Ding Yi’s work itself. 
In Tony Godfrey’s detailed reading of spatial depth in 
Ding Yi’s painting, he briefly touched upon the issue of 
spectatorship, since he saw Ding Yi’s paintings as moving 
into the viewer’s space, to the extent that viewers respond 
physically to the paintings. However, Godfrey did not 
elaborate the importance of spectatorship, but rather he 
carried on to interrogate the choreographic movements 
of Ding’s painting process as a means to emphasize artist’s 
physical approach to paintings.22 It is through this uncanny 
visual quality in Ding Yi’s painting, together with the 
exciting exhibition space that it occupies, that the present 
exhibition aims to ‘probe spectatorship and the relationship 
of audiences with Ding Yi's work’23. With an elusive title, 
What’s Left to Appear, the curator of the current exhibition 
proposes to advance our understanding of Ding Yi’s art 
by suggesting multiple ways of looking and by inviting 
viewers’ deeper visual participation in the works, in order to 
prompt new responses to Ding Yi’s persistent search for the 
Appearance of Crosses. 
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Since the end of 1970s, China has entered a new phase 
in its history. Its efforts to open itself to the outside world, 
after decades of self-isolation, have created huge impacts 
on every aspect of its society, from daily life to the political 
system, from the economy to culture. Accordingly, a vital 
and exciting avant-garde movement in the visual arts, along 
with experiments in all cultural fields, has been developed 
across the country. Today, two decades later, one can witness 
the incredibly successful result of this movement. Not only 
has contemporary art gained a considerable position in 
the country’s cultural map, with hundreds of events of 
different scales such as biennials and regular exhibitions in 
numerous cities, and a blossoming market supported by 
specialized and general media; also contemporary art from 
China has become an indispensable element in the current 
global scene and numerous Chinese artists are now active 
participants in major international events.
Shanghai has always been the test-ground of China’s 
moder nizat ion .  B efore  the  1950’s ,  be ing the  most 
‘‘internationalist’’ city in the East – due to its semi-colonial 
status – it was the most prolific place for cultural and artistic 
creation in the country. For the last twenty years, especially 
since the beginning of 1990s, the city has made every 
effort to rediscover this heritage and reclaim its leading role, 




























international metropolis, and a new driving force for China’s 
modernization and integration into the global economy. 
Looking back to history, in fact, Shanghai’s modern cultural 
legacy has never been completely interrupted. Instead, 
whenever occasions appeared, artists and intellectuals in 
the city have always tried to resume and assert their creative 
adventure. Since the 1980s, Shanghai has seen a dynamic 
revival of its modern and contemporary art creation. 
However, the Shanghai art scene, with its great tradition of 
civil society in which individual rights are socially recognized 
and diversity commonly promoted, has never really been a 
collective business claiming common values and language. 
Instead, it’s always an open space for various expressions 
of different individuals, with exchanges and collaborations 
among artists being largely encouraged. It’s a scene of 
fluid, smart, dialectic and dynamic networking and sharing 
without forcing anyone to follow any specific trend or 
fashion. An evolution of art languages occurs in the most 
natural manner, according to the choice of every individual.
It's in such a context that Ding Yi has developed his artistic 
career since the mid-1980s. He was directly influenced 
by an older generation that was struggling to reconstruct 
the memory and heritage of the old Shanghai modernism 
through exploiting new possibilities, exemplified by artists 























early years. Of course, information and images of artists 
from abroad, from Mondrian to Barnet Newman, from 
Jackson Pollock to Andy Warhol, etc. also were influential, 
directly and indirectly. On the other hand, a remarkable 
independence has always been the characteristic of Ding 
Yi and his work. All their influences have been intelligently 
digested as implicit support systems rather than visible 
references. Ding Yi has successfully built up his own 
linguistic system and hence a distinct personal ‘‘brand’’. It’s a 
genuine ‘‘Shanghai-nese brand’’.
It’s true that China’s contemporary art has been intimately 
related to the spectacular revolution of social and political 
reality. It’s at first a manifesto of claims for freedom of 
expression and social change. However, whilst almost 
everyone has been involved with the radical cultural 
revolution of art language and its social influence in the 
most turbulent manner, Ding Yi has always remained distant 
from the turmoil of change. He stubbornly insists on his 
singular position and a unique language which remains very 
consistent. For most of his contemporaries, expressionist or 
realistic imageries have been the most immediately effective 
ways to convey political, cultural and personal statements 
vis-à-vis a rapidly mutating era towards modernization. 
However, Ding Yi, being in a minority of artists, prefers 

















































somehow eccentric, path of research.
From the mid-1980s, Ding Yi has been producing an 
immense body of ‘‘abstract’’ paintings on different supports, 
from canvas to cardboard, from readymade fabrics to 
furniture, using a great variety of painting materials from 
oil to acrylic, from charcoal to ball-point pen… He has even 
extended his practice to produce site-specific installation 
work for special architectural environments and public urban 
spaces as well as experimental architecture. His choices of 
colors likewise are diverse, ranging from quasi-monochrome 
to the most unexpected combination of tones, creating 
constantly oscillating impulses on our retinas and therefore 
highly pleasing perceptual effects. They are extremely 
beautiful. But the artist has never lost track of his own 
orientation and way of doing things, his own ‘‘Tao’’.
Ding Yi’s paintings are indeed extremely repetitive and 
systematic. They are systematically compositions and 
variations of the same motifs: ‘+’ and ‘x’. All his works are 
multiplications and proliferations of these two very simple 
brush-stroked gestures. ‘+’ and ‘x’ are actually the simplest 
signs, or the most basic elements, in color printing technology. 
Certainly, this is a personal choice, quasi-obsessively, derived 
probably from his own youthful experience of working in 
a printing factory. Ding Yi appropriates these basic, ‘‘first 
degree’’ signs and transforms them into the essential 
structural motifs of his paintings, pushing them towards 
maximum diversification. Thus, cleared of any symbolic or 
narrative meanings, paradoxically they become the very 
unique content of his paintings. Ding Yi’s engagement with 
these simplest marks is so determined, so totally obsessive, 
that the content of the paintings is rejection of content itself. 
In other words, the process of painting for him is no longer 
a research for any narrative or emotional expression. Instead, 
painting is reduced to its minimal state. There is a formidable 
dynamic created by the tension between the excessiveness 
of formal variety and the minimal nature of the structural 
elements. In a way, one can qualify Ding Yi’s painting in a 
contradictorily combined term: Excessive Minimalism.
The overlapping of ‘+’ and ‘x’ creates an interesting surface 
that is constantly oscillating between flatness and pictorial 
depth, a kind of tension between movements in two 
dimensions that becomes a complex three dimensional 
system. It appears to be absolutely, and even fundamentally, 
a serious investigation of the ultimate form of rationality. 
At first glance, it may suggest the frenzied obsession of 
Faust and Frankenstein in their scientific explorations. 
However, Ding Yi’s obsession never results in a pursuit of the 
sublime or some universal truth and its entropic outcome 


















tranquility and eternal opening towards the infinite process 
of organization - disorganization - reorganization. It’s always 
fluid and smooth, as a quiet but incessant brook, forming a 
seductive and rich textuality. It’s a living body that embodies 
life itself in its most unadorned way. Looking closely into his 
work, one can be totally amazed by the silent energy, an 
extraordinary poetry, generated by the dialectic movement 
between the obsession with precision and the irregularities 
produced by the handmade-ness of his painting technique. 
It reveals his conviction that painting is a way towards the 
contradictory realm of truth, so that truth itself can never be 
reached. What one can do, and perhaps is obliged to do, is 
to approach it with all means possible.
Therefore, it’s crucial to emphasize that Ding Yi’s work is never 
a frozen image of the combination of these two motives. It’s by 
no means a result of mechanical reproduction; instead always 
resulting from a lively process of hand-painting, with different 
materials. Very often, his paintings are actually accumulations 
of a k ind of hand-writing, reminiscent of traditional 
craftsmanship, or, a certain Chinese practice of calligraphy 
and poems that are never separated from painting exercise... 
Ding Yi’s insistence on the scrupulous process of making his 
paintings and objects by hand reveals a necessity to embrace 
time and space, and hence life itself, through repetitive 
scrutiny, analyses of the most basic forms and endless attempts 
to revitalize them through the most diverse and complicated 
organizations. Such efforts are not made to bring us to some 
other external world, with the satisfaction of conquering 
aspects of nature or society, as most of contemporary art 
does. On the contrary, they lead towards a kind of inside, to 
an interior world in which the self is conquered. It’s ultimately 
a spiritual form of living, a way to explore the meaning of life 
through negotiation with the emptiness of the content, to 
achieve a fullness of living experience.
Ultimately, we can perfectly understand that painting for 
Ding Yi is a life-long test for his obsessive determination. This 
determination is at first a permanent pursuit for a radically 
independent position in an art world dominated by another 
obsession: the obsessive longing for fashions and new trends. 
In the context of a society governed by the hegemony of 
the Image culture, or the spectacular, his choice to remain 
unchanged can be seen as a strong gesture against a 
mainstream. And this is particularly important in the light of 
the fact that Ding Yi has been struggling with such persistence 
at the frontier of globalization, Shanghai, where consumerist 
culture is rapidly becoming the dominant ideology. Emphasizing 
this point can help us understand more pertinently our present 
time, an age of globalization driven by the propagation of 
images and their fast consumption, amongst other things, and 
























‘‘The virtues of painting, therefore, are that its masters see 
their works admired and feel themselves to be almost like 
the Creator.’’
-Leon Battista Alberti1
In many people’s eyes, Ding Yi is a simple person: In his 
name, there are simply three brushstrokes2; in his works, he 
simply uses cross-shaped symbols; and in his artistic career, 
some say he has simply never changed his style. ‘‘Simple’’, 
then, becomes a something like a pronoun representing 
Ding Yi’s unique spirit of self-discipline. In his paintings, 
the cross-shaped symbol is the only visual element that he 
has allowed himself to use. Within the square inch of these 
symbols, he deposits his personal power on the canvas, 
stroke by stroke, layer by layer. But rather than say that 
this power derives from his individual will, let us say that it 
originates in his personal understanding and perception. 
The cross-shaped signs that densely cover his canvases have, 
after twenty years of intense experimentation, been roundly 
accepted by people as a symbol that epitomizes Ding Yi. Yet 
it seems that the dimensionality of these simple, and even 
boring, cross-shaped symbols, as well as of the backgrounds 
that support them, is constantly evolving. And it seems that 
this constantly evolving dimensionality, coupled with the 
spiritual power that accumulates therein, expresses Ding Yi’s 
profound reflections on the era in which he lives.  



























Since 1988, Ding Yi has repeated this simple labor in his 
studio every day, this labor that still remains extremely 
challenging to his body and mind. He has never disrupted, 
never changed his personal artistic language. Ding Yi 
clings to this belief : Painting is a gate that opens onto 
the contradictions of the real world; yet truth is, in fact, 
impossible to attain. So the only thing that he can do, and 
the thing that he must do, is to experiment with myriad 
possible methods in order to seek a means of approaching 
truth.3 The cross-shaped symbol, then, is the ‘‘fundamental 
doctrine’’ that he has chosen to employ in opening the gates 
to truth. The truth that Ding Yi’s heart seeks is a certain 
emotion that can only be attained through the complete 
liberation of the free will of the individual. Thus, for the 
past twenty years he has persisted in painting every possible 
variety of crosshair, while dedicating his life to pursuing this 
emotion.      
Artistic Attitudes in the 1980s
When he was  seven years  o ld,  Ding Yi ,  a  natura l ly 
introspective person, began to develop an interest in art. 
In 1980, at the age of nineteen, he entered the Shanghai 
Arts and Crafts College. At that time, Chinese society 
was already being exposed to exhibitions of Western art, 
which allowed the public to gain some experience with the 
























the exhibition ‘‘American Paintings from the Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston’’ that Ding Yi first saw works of American 
abstract art.4 ‘‘Painting for the ’80s’’, an exhibition organized 
by the Shanghai ‘‘Grass Grass’’ group at the Luwan District 
Cultural Hall in February 1980, made apparent the desires 
of Shanghai society for new artistic styles.5 Joan Cohen 
has written that ‘‘this exhibition was remarkably strong; 
it included both Cubist and Expressionist experimental 
works, based on styles the artists had seen in books…The 
exhibition…showed the germ of a new Chinese style.’’6 
About that era, Ding Yi once reminisced, ‘‘At the beginning 
of the 1980s, I was studying at the Shanghai Arts and 
Crafts College. My classes were beginning to include a few 
imported elements of Western modern design. Naturally, 
some ideas of modern art also filtered in. This had an impact 
on me.’’7 At that time, art groups were spontaneously 
forming throughout China. The members of these groups 
were filled with illusions about the West - about Western 
ideologies, Western lifestyles, Western artistic concepts. 
Wu Hung has noted that ‘‘the exhibitions of the Star group 
in 1979 and 1980 marked the beginning of post-Cultural 
Revolution experimental art by defining an unofficial 
position in the Chinese art world.’’8 From that moment, the 
influence of Western art, in conjunction with the influx of 
new ideologies and transnational capital, began to inundate 














































用于确认套色准确性过程中必须遵循的 坐 标 式 的 精 确 细
felt was not merely excitement; in fact, to an even greater 
degree, he experienced perplexity, a perplexity derived 
from the conflict between the burdens of tradition and 
the self-expressive style of the West. He desired to possess 
a personal language that would allow him to express his 
spirit's deep affection for art.  
Over the course of both the history of modern China and 
the urbanization of the country, Shanghai has always 
assumed the role of pacesetter in the reception of Western 
culture. At the end of the 1970s, under the influence of 
the political and economic policies of opening to the West, 
Shanghai regained its past splendor. In reviewing the easy 
development of Shanghai over the course of history, we 
find that it became, during its time as a semi-colonial city, 
the most ‘‘international’’ metropolis in Asia. The modernist 
qualities that it then began to accrue were never completely 
buried; they were merely waiting to be developed. The 
consciousness fostered by this city’s civil society—which 
is tender and self-controlled, which excels at assimilating 
foreign cultures, and which is a product of colonial culture—
has given rise to a cultural environment of independence 
and plurality among the city’s intellectuals and artists.9 In 
truth, in Ding Yi’s works, which manifest the artist's different 
emotions regarding urban culture, the rapid transformations 
of the outer world come together with the artist’s own inner 
experience of these transformations, creating a precise, 
comprehensive response to these phenomena. From the 
time when, as a youth, he was influenced by the cityscapes 
in the works of Maurice Utrillo, Ding Yi has constantly been 
studying Shanghai’s peculiarities both present and past. This 
research foreshadowed his later works that take the city as 
their subject. 
The Early Melodies of ‘‘Crosses’’
Besides those painter-peers who often discuss their artistic 
viewpoints with him, there are two people who have had 
a particularly important effect on Ding Yi’s artistic practice. 
They are Yu Youhan and Hans van Dijk.10 
Yu Youhan
In 1981, when Ding Yi was studying at the Shanghai Arts 
and Crafts College, he met Prof. Yu Youhan. It was in 
borrowing a painting catalogue from Prof. Yu that Ding 
Yi first learned about the art of Utrillo.  He immediately 
became fascinated with this French painter.  Yu Youhan 
was, without a doubt, a torchbearer on the path of the 
development of Ding Yi’s early art. For several years, Ding 
Yi was profoundly attracted to the depth and desolation of 
Utrillo’s works; for through Utrillo’s brushwork, common 
Parisian street scenes were given profound interpretations. 
If Ding Yi’s study of the paintings of Utrillo allowed him to
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gain a deeper understanding of painting and urbanism, 
then it was Yu Youhan’s interpretation of the works of 
Paul Cézanne that opened the door to modern art in Ding 
Yi’s mind. Ding Yi has noted that Yu Youhan ‘‘taught us to 
figure out what Cézanne was.  At that time, to be able to 
understand Cézanne was a watershed.  It was extremely 
important.’’11 The artistic style that mixed Chinese and 
Western influences—a style developed by Chinese artists of 
the previous generation, such as Zao Wou-ki, Guan Liang, 
Wu Dayu, and others who traveled to France—strongly 
impacted Ding Yi. Heroism, an important early abstract 
work that he created in 1983 and that was infected with 
the rebellious spirit of Latin American revolutionary films, 
constituted an attempt to create a stirring atmosphere of 
fearlessness and valor. In this work, however, the painterly 
elements taken from Utrillo and Cézanne were already 
beginning to vanish.
Coming to know the masters of Western art was far from a 
simple process. It was only through much concrete practice 
that Ding Yi came to experience the deep meaning of 
Cézanne’s paintings and of his philosophy of art. Studying 
and researching the ar t  of  Utr i l lo and Cézanne was 
something that many Chinese artists did when pursuing 
a manner of creation that would combine materials and 
philosophies both Chinese and Western. Ding Yi, who has 
always maintained a certain distance from the mainstream, 
began to notice that the form of mainstream works being 
produced at this time (1980-1985) and the questions about 
which he himself most cared were becoming uncomfortably 
close.12 Always independent,  Ding Yi began to grow 
weary of following the well-trodden paths of others, be 
they the paths of Chinese tradition or of the West. He 
decided to rid himself of these burdens, resolving instead 
to use the simplest means of thinking and of expression to 
communicate his inner perceptions. 
During the early 1980s, Ding Yi struggled intensely with 
his confusion about his philosophy and practice of art. This 
was a moment when everything from his inner reflections 
to his artworks was filled with experimentation. To speak 
precisely, while his first Appearance of Crosses painting was 
not exhibited until the Shanghai Art Museum’s ‘‘Exhibition 
of Today’s Art’’ in 1988, the crosshair symbol had, at its 
earliest, already been revealed in his 1985 work Taboo (Fig.1), 
a hint of things to come.13 This was quite an important year 
in Ding Yi’s artistic career, for he completely abandoned his 
adherence to Utrillo and Cézanne, having experienced a 
certain despair regarding the illusion of creating a combined 
style of Chinese and Western art. In the fall of the following 
year, Ding Yi began preparing sketches for his ‘‘Appearance 


















































painting, he completed his discovery of the cross-shaped 
symbol, clarifying too, his personal creative path.
Equivocation about Painterliness
The developmental path of Chinese contemporary art after 
1979 is inseparable from the transformations that have 
taken place in Chinese society and politics. The principal 
goals pursued at this moment were demands for social 
change and for freedom of speech. Meanwhile, in Chinese 
new art, the insanity of the ‘‘Cultural Revolution’’ was 
quickly transformed into another sort of feverish emotion. 
During the post-1979 period, artists uncritically accepted 
foreign culture; more precisely, they began to accept 
blindly Western modern art theory and practice as their 
ultimate point of reference. In an interview after the ‘‘Stars 
Exhibition’’, Wang Keping summarized, ‘‘Kathe Kollwitz 
[1867-1945] is our banner-carrier; Picasso is our herald.’’14 
The first critical turn in the history of Chinese avant-garde 
art after the economic reforms of the 1970s was the 
"China/Avant-garde’’ exhibition held in early 1989. ‘‘Almost 
all major styles of Western modern art invented over the 
past century could be found in this exhibition.’’15 Ding Yi’s 
works, too, were included there. The two paintings that he 
displayed (Fig.3) were seemingly the calmest works in the 
whole exhibition. Although it was this sort of environment 
that Ding Yi faced, he was always able to maintain a 
distance from the center of art movements and trends.  
His adherence to using the cross-shaped symbol developed 
in the mid-1980s, when he discovered the coordinate 
crosshair used in the process of confirming chromatic 
accuracy. Ding Yi chose to use the crosshair as the most 
basic, and the sole, element on his canvases. Certainly, the 
fact that the crosshair is pure, allowing almost no space for 
associative interpretation, was a major reason for his choice 
of this motif. Beyond this, however, his motivic choice also 
derived from his study of design, which caused him to 
take a greater interest in the study and interpretation of 
the structure of things. Ding Yi opposed the Symbolist and 
Expressionist art forms that were popular at the time, for he 
did not approve of the emotion that permeated these two 
styles of art. He hoped that his own works would, both in 
their conceptual and visual aspects, exhibit a greater sense 
of rationality. Caught between Chinese traditional art and 
the myriad styles of art ‘‘imported’’ from the West, Ding Yi 
experimented extensively with everything from pencil on 
paper to ink painting to performance art (Fig.4). Yet having 
done this, he decided that he would ‘‘simply [seek to] return 
painting to the essential quality of form, of form as spirit.’’16  
The Origin of ‘‘Appearance of Crosses’’
Ding Yi has recalled that ‘‘at that time, I was pondering two 
1 丁乙，《禁忌》，1986，布面油画，84×84 cm。
Ding Yi, Taboo, 1986, Oil on canvas, 84 × 84 cm. 
2 丁乙，《草图 13 件》，1987-1989，纸本综合媒介，
94×144 cm。Ding Yi, 13 Pieces of Draft, 1987-1989, 
Mixed media on paper, 94 x 144 cm.
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questions. One was the question of breaking through the 
Expressionist style that was popular then; the other was the 
question of transforming inner energy.’’ He continued, ‘‘The 
possibility of breaking through was to make art in a manner 
that was not art-like, to sift away all skill, all narrativity, all 
painterliness. That most familiar printer’s mark, the crosshair, 
then became my symbol. People often ask me what its 
meaning is. Actually, in my paintings, it has no meaning.’’17 
In Monica Dematté’s opinion, the use of the crosshair 
constitutes a sort of accident that was made theoretical by 
Ding Yi.18 He has transformed the simplicity and practicality 
of the cross design into a colorful and visually rich material. 
He has gotten rid of the complication and burden of cultural 
meanings and forms, and he has begun anew from that 
which is simplest and meaningless.
Ding Yi has said, ‘‘When I began to paint ‘Appearance of 
Crosses’, I chuckled to myself, for no one understood my 
paintings. They thought this was mere fabric design. But 
this was exactly what I wanted. Hans [van Dijk] understood 
my work. He saw that exhibition [in 1988], and in 1989, he 
explicitly came to my studio and extensively discussed with 
me the structure and spirituality of my works. This had a 
great impact on my later development.’’19 In an interview, 
Li Xiaofeng once asked, ‘‘Over the course of Chinese avant-
garde art, it almost seems that there has been a certain 
taboo—namely, [a taboo against] the craft-like nature 
of works… Is this accidental? Or is this a result of deep 
consideration?’’ Ding Yi replied, ‘‘Only art that isn’t art-like is 
art. I am convinced that breakthrough requires that I make 
use of other elements.’’20 Ding Yi is a person who succeeded 
in breaking through in the 1980s by concentrating on 
studying and copying Western modern art forms.
‘‘Appearance of Crosses’’: The Period of Technical Precision 
A starting point not adopted by his peers is something that 
brings joy to Ding Yi. Non-painterly painted works were 
something inconceivable for almost everyone at the time. 
But in Ding Yi’s mind, painterliness was something that had 
already been eradicated. From conception to execution, 
he held nearly impossible demands for the simplicity and 
precision of his works. In his manifesto-like first work 
Appearance of Crosses I (Fig.5), the picture plane was 
divided into three strips—red, yellow, and blue, respectively. 
The cross-like design element that he had appropriated from 
the printing industry filled the canvas with its black form. In 
order to ensure the greatest precision in his lines and colors, 
he made use of a ruler, tape, and drafting pen. The process 
of completing each of his works during this period was like 
the working process of a graphic designer. Ding Yi forcefully 
controlled the pictorial effect of the painted canvas, making 




possible stray traces left on the canvas. The dimensions of 
most of his works were rather large. Given the demands 
of such a precise manner of creating, the burden of such 
intense work is hard to imagine.
After more than four years of experimentation during 
this early period, the language of rational art that Ding 
Yi emphasized, a language that took as its foundation an 
oppositional stance toward Symbolism and Expressionism, 
found full embodiment on the canvas. In an unprecedented 
manner, his art thus approached what Ding Yi understood 
as the spirit of the times. However, the question of whether 
or not the precision of his technical execution would be 
able to aid in giving greatest expression to spiritualism 
quickly confronted him. On the one hand, excessively 
careful execution almost inhibited the production of the 
aleatory—yet the aleatory was precisely that which Ding Yi 
unconsciously sought to see in his canvases. On the other 
hand, the greater freedom that “precision within freedom” 
brought to the expression of spirituality also attracted Ding 
Yi. So he decided to abandon extreme technical precision in 
his canvases, bidding farewell to the harsh, cold colors and 
the rigid lines that he had been employing, throwing out 
the tapes and rulers and other tools, and deciding instead to 
use only his hands to create his paintings. 
‘‘Appearance of Crosses’’: The Period of Hand Creation
The emergence of brushwork in Ding Yi’s works is the most 
important characteristic that differentiates this second 
phase from the ‘‘period of precision’’. Ding Yi has said that 
‘‘the paintings from the precision period look more solemn, 
as though one were using diplomatic language to speak. 
The phase of hand creation is more like a colloquialized 
period.’’21 It is not difficult to imagine the hands of the Ding 
Yi of the precision period grasping paintbrush and ruler; 
now, during this second phase, this body which had once 
worked eight hours or more per day could be more relaxed, 
more natural. Appearance of Cross 91-4 (Fig.6) was the first 
work of the period of hand creation. On the canvas, there 
obviously appeared a great force of attraction. All straight 
lines were shattered. Nevertheless, the absolute verticals and 
horizontals of the past works still existed; now, however, 
these lines formed a structure that was periodically revealed 
and periodically hidden. In the sketch Appearance of Crosses 
89-B of 1989 (Fig.7), the diagonal lines angled at 45 degrees 
were obviously preserved behind the crosshairs. This not 
only greatly increased the richness of the color and the sense 
of the space of the painted surface, but also it differentiated 
the work’s visual effect from the more silent, stable effect of 
earlier works. The insertion of such diagonal lines caused the 
layered space of the painting to become richer; the tonality 
















































3 丁乙在 1989 年“中国现代艺术展”上。Ding Yi at 
the “China/Avant-garde” exhibition in 1989. 
4 丁乙，秦一峰，张国梁，《布雕Ⅱ》，1986，行为表演。
Ding Yi, Qin Yifeng, Zhang Guoliang, Cloth Sculptures 
II, 1986, performance.
5 丁乙，《十示 I》，1988，布面丙烯，200×180 cm。
Ding Yi, Appearance of Crosses I, 1988, Acrylic on 
canvas, 200 × 180 cm.
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more profound, power of the painted surface of the works 
of this period may be seen as their principal characteristic. 
In Appearance of Crosses 92-4 (Fig.8) and Appearance 
of Crosses 92-15 (Fig.9), one can clearly see that in these 
surfaces underpainted with red, blue, and gray, Ding Yi has 
created greater meaning in the relationship between the 
hues of the colors and their complements. Moreover, he 
has simultaneously diversified and unified the relationship 
between the lines and colors of the paintings.
The ‘‘colloquialized’’ style of this period of hand creation 
brought unprecedented relaxation to Ding Yi’s heart and 
limbs. This was the result of two factors. One was that 
the means of painterly execution employed during the 
‘‘precision period’’ had saturated his body with challenges 
to his wellbeing; this unhealthy state inevitably gave Ding 
Yi misgivings. The second factor was his new philosophical 
understanding of ‘‘spiritual quality’’ in painting—namely, 
the notion of using direct brushstrokes to enunciate clearly, 
letter by letter and phrase by phrase, the problems that he 
was facing.22 Above, it was mentioned that with regard to 
technical execution and to the expression of emotions, strict 
and precise control was his preferred painterly means during 
his beginning period.  But after entering the period of ‘‘hand 
creation’’, calmly painting over every crosshair became 
Ding Yi’s most obvious pleasure in creating his works.  His 
formerly clear, straight lines began to warp slightly, and 
at times they even became very vague. By the second half 
of 1992, it was already difficult to make out the crosshair 
shapes on his canvases. We might, moreover, consider the 
differences in the colors that he employed. If we were to 
say, for example, that the two Appearance of Crosses works 
that he produced at the beginning of 1988 were produced 
under the premise of his idea of ‘‘automatic color selection’’, 
then the works of his hand-creation period might be said 
to have attained an extreme degree of freedom in their 
usage of color23. Ding Yi, who has always been a strict self-
disciplinarian, gradually began to feel anxious about the 
feelings of relaxation and of life displayed in these hand-
created works. He once considered returning to using a ruler 
when painting, but this sort of notion merely constituted a 
means of giving himself more restrictions, for he feared to 
‘‘paint sloppily’’.24 This almost flooded his mind with a new 
feeling of crisis.   
Ding Yi’s true period of ‘‘colloquialization’’ was one based 
on experimentation with a variety of materials as a means of 
seeking new possibilities for creation. This period might also 
be called the ‘‘phase of material sampling.’’ It was the result 
of Ding Yi’s enriching his concept of ‘‘precision in freedom’’ 
At the same time that he was sampling new materials, 




























works. What he first sought to correct were the frivolous 
colors employed on his canvases. In a letter to Bo Xiaobo, 
he wrote, ‘‘Now, I feel that I can no longer float along in 
this habit of using light blue, light green, and fire-red.’’ 
He continued on to remark that ‘‘after Fire-red, I paused 
while painting the canvas and created two small sketches 
on paper, which had the feeling of free line drawings, as 
the picture surfaces were relatively pure.’’25 At first, he 
arbitrarily used a crayon to draw directly on the surface of 
the painting, sensing, with surprise, a sort of spirit of the 
‘‘vestigial’’.  Ding Yi decided to continue to experiment with 
this.
‘‘Appearance of Crosses’’: The Period of Material Experimentation 
The ‘‘purity’’ mentioned above was no longer the sleekness 
and hardness of the Industrial Era, which was reflected 
in the works of Ding Yi’s manifesto period. Having made 
use of the ‘‘Appearance of Crosses’’ crosshair for nearly six 
years, Ding Yi’s desire to experiment with materials began 
to become even stronger. The introduction of charcoal, 
corrugated paper, and chalk no different from that used in 
schools established a new point of departure for Ding Yi. 
The use of a variety of materials brought different pictorial 
effects. In truth, this sort of appreciation for materials had 
already made a deep impression on Ding Yi’s sketches on 
paper of the previous several years. It was precisely the 
leisureliness and openness of the sketch period, which 
sometimes resulted in a sort of rough pictorial effect, that 
allowed Ding Yi to enter the frame of mind unique to the 
practice of writing characters. He decided to transfer ‘‘direct 
writing’’. At the same time, Ding Yi hoped to make use 
of the greater randomness that the materials gave to his 
canvases as a means of engaging in a sort of dance with his 
inner spirit.
His series of material experiments began with the use of 
canvas untreated with the mixture of glue and water with 
which he usually treated his canvases. It was in 1993 that 
Ding Yi began to desire to use all his power to transform 
every link in the creative process. First, he randomly dripped 
paint onto the surface of stretched canvas; but the dry, 
coarse texture of the canvas caused the moving brush to 
become dry and rough, inhibiting its smooth, easy motion. 
He suddenly recalled the feeling of writing on blackboards 
with chalk. Without hesitation, he picked up the powder 
that he used to drive cockroaches from his study and 
began to draw. He quickly discovered that charcoal and 
chalk, when used together to draw on untreated linen, 
looked extremely natural, complementary, even having a 
bit of a ‘‘primeval’’ feel. Having abandoned oil and water, 
as well as the attempt to harmonize pigments, the glossy 
appearance of his paintings completely disappeared; what 
6 丁乙，《十示 91-4》，1991，布面丙烯，90×110 cm。
Ding Yi, Appearance of Crosses 91-4, 1991, Acrylic on 
canvas, 90 x 110 cm. 
7 丁乙，《草图》， 1989，纸本综合媒介。Ding Yi, 
Draft, 1989, Mixed media on paper.
8 丁乙，《十示 92-4》，1992，布面丙烯，140×160 cm。
Ding Yi, Appearance of Crosses 92-4, 1992, Acrylic on 
canvas, 140 x 160 cm.
9 丁乙，《十示 92-15》，1992，布面丙烯，140×160 cm。
Ding Yi, Appearance of Crosses 92-15, 1992, Acrylic 
on canvas, 140 x 160 cm.
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replaced it were the diffuse, powdery margins around 
every brushstroke. On the surface of the coarse linen there 
emerged an atmosphere of uncontrollable blurriness, 
creating a painting that appeared more random and lively. 
New materials and techniques caused the paintings of that 
period to resemble, to a certain extent, ‘‘silk manuscripts’’ 
or antique textiles; they seemed especially to have the air 
of excavated objects. In order to emphasize this pictorial 
effect, he even left the four sides of the canvas blank (Fig.10), 
while still allowing the chalk to make marks outside of the 
principal area. This resulted in an effect like that of uncut 
paper around the four edges of the canvas. The whole 
work thus appeared very much like an ancient textile just 
excavated from a tomb.
For Ding Yi this was not only a process of coming to know 
new materials but also of becoming reacquainted with 
traditional art forms. During his ‘‘hand-creation phase’’, Ding 
Yi used dozens of different supports for painting.  These 
included linen, finished canvas, cardboard, watercolor paper, 
and corrugated paper; he even painted on the surface of 
furniture. Media he used included pencil, marker, chalk, 
watercolor pen, ball-point pen, charcoal, oil paint, acrylic 
paint, and other pigments that he could buy in the market. 
With all of these he conducted experiments. After coming to 
recognize the light feeling that characterized the works from 
the later part of his hand-creation phase, he attempted a 
return to grayscale. Ding Yi’s appreciation of this experiment 
aroused a desire to reconstruct traditional painting. The 
display forms of traditional painting are many: Besides the 
single hanging scrolls, album leaves, and other forms with 
which many people are familiar, sets of scrolls, fans, and 
screens are also formats that allow viewers to appreciate the 
traditional painted arts.  With regard to their function in real 
life, fans and screens may be seen to be a bit like articles for 
daily use. Meanwhile, the calligraphy and painting that they 
bear on their surfaces often have a certain narrativity and 
readability.  
In Appearance of Crosses 97-B21/B24 (Fig.11), which adopts 
the classical Chinese format of a set of four hanging scrolls, 
Ding Yi ‘‘premeditated’’ the creation of a panoramic view 
of the ‘‘vestiges’’ of Chinese traditional attitudes. This 1997 
work was based in the complex appreciation of tradition 
that he had developed since his time studying Chinese 
traditional painting in college in 1986. Importantly, this 
appreciation involved everything from the grand historical 
tradition of Chinese painting to the use of painstaking 
techniques such as the creation of ‘‘atmospheric rhythm" 
and the employment of the ‘‘five shades" of ink. But in these 
four scrolls, which compose a complete entity that is 260 





























度一览无余。这件 1997 年的作品中饱含了他自 1986 年开
始在大学里学习中国传统绘画时开始积累的对传统的复杂
感受，从中国画的宏观历史传统，到具体如气韵、墨分五

















was completely ‘‘pulverized’’, made ‘‘vestigial’’. On all four 
sides, the smoky gray corrugated paper still revealed its 
original color, creating a frame-like effect.  Scorched by Ding 
Yi’s ardor and charred by the charcoal and chalk he wielded, 
motifs and genres were carbonized—motifs such as the 
four gentlemen, that is, the plum, orchid, bamboo, and 
chrysanthemum which often appear in traditional sets of 
scrolls; and genres such as landscape painting and depictions 
of birds and flowers. Even the genre of human figure 
painting, with its portrayals of Zhong Kui, beautiful women, 
and others, was not spared. Ding Yi has written that ‘‘the 
integrality of traditional culture is currently being challenged 
by the essence of contemporary society.… The deepest 
significance of this culture is being deconstructed, rendering 
it unreal in real life.  It has already been transformed into a 
sort of spiritual memory or a material trace.…  To care about 
the vestiges of concepts supported by non-mainstream, 
traditional culture is to adopt an archaeological position as 
a means of cutting into the traces left behind by history…to 
reconsider their inexpressible material meaning.’’26 
Checked Cloth—The Introduction of Ready-Mades
What Ding Yi has called the ‘‘harsh’’ joy of ‘‘directly writing’’ 
on canvas and paper underwent new changes in 1997. He 
replaced linen with finished fabric. For him, the introduction 
of Scottish tartan was not merely a change in material; even 
more so it constituted a new point of conceptual origin. 
The use of Scottish tartan (Fig.12) reflects the ‘‘cultural 
pertinence’’ of his thought, as well as the new direction 
of developments within his conception of this idea. In 
particular, the use of finished fabric brought about changes 
to this concept, remolding it as a means of pursuing an 
investigation of corresponding relationships between 
cultures. Scottish tartan has been upheld as the true banner 
of Scotland, the various patterns of tartan having once been 
used as symbols to differentiate clans. In China, however, 
tartan is simply a textile produced in factories; it carries 
no culturally symbolic meaning. At first, Ding Yi simply 
intended to use the color and patterning of the fabric as a 
ground, for the fabric’s structure and his own cross-shaped 
symbol possess a certain formal affinity. Yet after his work 
was completed, the original appearance of the fabric, all of 
which had been covered in pigment, was almost impossible 
to discern. But because of variations in the density of the 
crosses on the canvas and in the thickness of the layering 
of paint, one could still vaguely make out the plaid’s 
original pattern, almost as though it were the background 
of the painting. ‘‘The color and patterning of the fabric 
itself became a sort of restriction on Ding Yi’s creation, 
yet this sort of restriction has also provided him with a 
new direction.’’27 The concept of using finished, gridded 
fabric represents an important moment in the process of 
11
10 丁乙，《十示 93-13》，1993，布面粉笔和炭笔，
140×160 cm。Ding Yi, Appearance of Crosses 93-13, 
1993, Chalk and charcoal on canvas, 140 x 160 cm. 
11 丁乙，《十示 97-B21-B24》，1997，粉笔、炭笔、瓦
楞纸，4 件，每件 260×80 cm。Ding Yi, Appearance 
of Crosses 97-B21-B24, 1997, Chalk and charcoal on 
corrugated paper, 4 papers, 260 x 80 cm each.
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the transformation of Ding Yi’s art.  According to Ding Yi’s 
understanding, the gridded fabric functions not merely as 
a piece of canvas. What is more important are the cultural 
positions that the fabric symbolizes, as well as the struggles 
that occur within the new contexts intimately related to 
these cultural positions. Ding Yi believes that the realities 
created through cultural fantasies and misunderstandings 
occupy positions of principal importance within history. For 
example, the course of the establishment and development 
of Chinese contemporary art is a process of misinterpreting 
Western modern art, that art form which serves as the 
primary point of reference for Chinese contemporary 
artists.28 The superimposition and melding of cultures has 
become an essential point explored in the works that Ding 
Yi created during this period.
Ding Yi’s considerations of tradition and of contemporaneity 
are undoubtedly accurate; and in his canvases, he grasps 
both in a focused, lively manner. Although the crosshair is 
the only expressive element that he has permitted himself, 
through the precise and nuanced exploration of the 
potentialities of everything from materials to forms, he has 
given fullest expression on his canvases to the questions 
about which he is concerned. Only like this can he give 
visual form to his artistic thinking and to the strength of 
the spiritual meaning of his works. Indeed, the pursuit 
of spirituality was precisely Ding Yi’s original intention in 
beginning the ‘‘Appearance of Crosses’’ series. Moreover, 
Ding Yi’s evaluation of the ‘‘vestiges’’ of Chinese traditional 
art during his early period of material experimentation 
have made us appreciate the wisdom that he has left in 
the margins of his works (Fig.13). In his later large-scale 
works, which treat themes of urbanism, he has continued 
to use this method. Because of Ding Yi’s skillfully conceived 
margins, the background provided by the tartan allows 
a resplendence to shine forth without anything being 
concealed. The primary element of these works—namely, 
a true vision of Chinese social life, made abstract by the 
artist—is placed atop this foundation. Is this the intercultural 
‘‘hybridity’’ that Homi Bhabha often mentions in his cultural 
critiques?29 Or should we use Samuel Huntingon’s concept 
of ‘‘band-wagoning’’30 to interpret these profound hints 
accumulated atop Ding Yi’s canvases? This is the reality that 
has been made visual by Ding Yi. 
One might say that during the first ten years of his career, 
Ding Yi made use of ‘‘Appearance of Crosses’’ in his attempt 
to find an interpretation for certain questions that have long 
been accumulating in his heart—that is, he combed through 
topics ranging from the Industrial Revolution in the West, to 
the interpretation of modern art history, to experimentation 
with materials for painting, and he also engaged in a 
12
transformation of the crosshair and an investigation of 
material. During the past ten years, then, ‘‘Appearance of 
Crosses’’ has participated in a discussion of contemporary 
questions—questions of cultural politics, survival conditions, 
and urbanization, among other things. It is especially the 
upheaval that has transformed Shanghai which has caused 
Ding Yi to reconsider his fascination with the works of 
Utrillo in the early 1980s and to examine his infatuation with 
the cityscape of Shanghai. But the contrast between the 
contemporary moment and the past is difficult to articulate. 
In another respect, it is precisely the great space opened 
up by this contrast that can give Ding Yi space in which 
to wander, to savor repeatedly the history of Shanghai, as 
well as his personal memories and feelings of his life in this 
city. In a certain regard, Ding Yi’s crosshair and the city of 
Shanghai are alike: As concepts, they have never changed, 
yet they are now completely different from what they were 
in the past.
The Smog of the City—The New Subject in the Background of 
‘‘Appearance of Crosses’’
To evaluate and to represent the cultural configurations 
forming around oneself is not an easy task. Yet Ding Yi 
has noted that ‘‘to adopt a neutral viewpoint and record 
the traces left behind by this historical period during which 
the city in which I live has been developing at extreme 
speed—this is exactly what I am supposed to do as an 
artist.’’31 During the 1980s, Ding Yi engaged in a theoretical 
investigation of the process of perceiving the artistic forms 
and ideologies of Western and Chinese traditional art.  In 
a certain sense, however, he had a feeling of observing all 
of this with indifference. So beginning in the mid 1990s, 
Ding Yi observed and experienced his body’s every pore 
and his life’s every facet being influenced and stimulated 
by the upheaval in this city. This current trend of societal 
development, which takes as its referent the course of 
urbanization and industrialization in Western modern 
history, is infinitely more convulsive than the path of 
Western art history. In all respects, the experience and 
memory of the 1980s is something that cannot be compared 
to Ding Yi’s sense of this contemporary phenomenon. 
With full vigor, Ding Yi is now pouring his perceptions and 
his understanding onto his canvases. Yet he is still using 
his cross-shaped symbols to interpret the strength of the 
Chinese spirit in this age of flux. 
Ding Yi’s post-1997 works might be interpreted as indicative 
of his going beyond his inner spirit, of his beginning to 
observe the phenomena of the world around him with 
determination and earnestness. He has carefully surveyed 
every tiny spot within this city that he so loves. Ding Yi 
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13 丁乙，《十示 97-22》，1997，成品布上丙烯，
140×160 cm。Ding Yi, Appearance of Crosses 97-22, 
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forty years, and every day I have looked at her appearance. 
Beginning in the mid 1990s, you could clearly feel that this 
city was changing and expanding at an alarming speed.… 
Thanks to this ‘urbanization movement’, nothing is left of 
the [city's] Utrillo-like, gloomy, elegant grace.’’ Instead, he 
continued, ‘‘what this metropolis now gives us are neon 
lights, streams of cars, crowds of buildings, display screens 
for stock reports, and billboards everywhere.’’32 Certainly, 
in the life of today’s metropolitan China, the relationships 
among people, as well as between people and society, are 
changing. So how can artists in this historical period express 
the particular quality of this sort of atmosphere, of this sort 
of flux? It was more or less at the turn of the millennium 
that Ding Yi’s works began to brighten. While still painted 
on checked cloth, glaring fluorescent and metallic colors 
appeared in his paintings. The psychedelic visual effect 
of the excess, the wantonness, the chaos, the disorder, 
the stimulation, and the trends of urban life entered his 
paintings.  The colors and compositions of his recent works 
all are very different from his earlier paintings. Until this 
moment, there existed in his canvases a precise, stable 
structure, which he had developed over more than ten years. 
Yet this structure has begun to fall apart. What has replaced 
it are asymmetrical designs in which there exist ‘‘paintings 
within paintings’’; or serrated forms of brilliant, commingled 
colors, coupled with irregular, curvilinear images (Fig.14). The 
carefully defined, rectangular outline of the canvas impeded 
Ding Yi’s releasing the power of the city within his heart. 
Thus, as a means of displaying the strength and brilliance 
radiated by the core of the city, he combined six canvases of 
different sizes (Fig.15). Because of the changes in the colors 
and compositions, the paintings have become richer, filled 
with dynamism. Irregular ‘‘principal’’ forms have appeared 
in these paintings in which there are so many more layers 
of crosses.  Shanghai is no longer a calm, drizzly city. Ding 
Yi’s works have begun to reflect and to interact increasingly 
with the environment, people, and things that surround 
him. In his recent works, he hopes to echo the noise and 
excitement of the city. But behind the crosses, one can 
still sense the chaos and emptiness of rootlessness. Such is 
Ding Yi's interpretation of the primary stage of this urban 
phenomenon.
Like a magician, Ding Yi continues to build his world of 
crosses today. Independently, he strides along the path 
toward truth.
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灰里画。有时会是相反。”1 他关注细节，却不失整体感。2  
Many years ago I saw a video of the Swiss sculptor Alberto 
Giacometti working on the clay of a portrait bust. His 
fingers would push in the cheeks of the bust and then, 
as if in an essential response, he would pinch a section of 
the neck, and then again, as if some invisible balance had 
been destabilised, adjust a lump on the back of the head. 
Everything was connected. An action on one part of the 
sculpture would make another action elsewhere necessary.
Initially it seems hard to think of an artist more unlike 
Giacometti than Shanghainese Ding Yi. The one made 
figurative sculptures at the height of existentialism in Paris, 
the other abstract paintings in Shanghai beginning in the 
Deng Xiaoping era. But two key things are remarkably 
similar in their respective works. Firstly, they both make 
work about the city and human life in the city. Secondly, 
that when they work they do not complete one section 
by one section methodically, but try and treat the whole 
sculpture or canvas as one interconnected whole where 
their sensitivity to the inner mood or life of the sculpture or 
painting beneath its skin means that a touch in one corner 
requires an adjustment in the centre or on the other side.  
Ding Yi describes his working method as like playing Go. 
‘I am not painting in order,’ he says. Sometimes I put one 
point here, sometimes I start to put another point on the 




other side of the painting. ‘From spot to line and line 
develops into pattern. I structure my painting like playing 
Go. Take the centre, take the corner! I paint the middle part 
as the first place. This is quite like a Go game strategy. But 
I don’t play Go myself. After I finished the big frame, I go 
back to the big square, I would put something, symbols or 
cross, not knowing yet what or which colour. Maybe the 
white here doesn’t need to be so white after I finish the 
work, so I can paint them grey. Sometimes the opposite, I 
increase the whiteness of the white frame.’1 His approach is 
to deal with the detail but always with a sense of the overall 
feeling.2
In short, Ding Yi’s need is to deal with the organic complex 
he can sense whilst wrestling with the facets or details of 
that whole. ‘‘A grid filled with crosses’’, which is what his 
painting essentially is, does not sound like a formula for a 
complex picture. And why, indeed, does he need to focus on 
any of the details when each will be nothing more than just 
another cross? Couldn’t his assistants fill them in for him?
‘I have an assistant now,’ he admits. ‘He helps me to stretch 
the canvas. Before that I always stretched my own canvas. 
But for the actual painting I will never use an assistant.’ 
Everything depends on the touch of his hand, on how 
his sensibility mediates both with his intention and what 
the materials before him, be they paper, canvas or tartan, 
somehow suggest.  
Perhaps people do not think of him as an intuitive artist: 
as he himself notes, many people think he is just doing the 
same painting over and over again. But the work is complex 
and there is a good deal of variety in his work. Each painting 
is very different. Indeed, and this is important, each cross is 
unique to some extent.  
What are the ingredients that make up this complexity 
and this variety? They are the scale, the vectors within the 
grid, the colour, the materials and the marks themselves. 
Undoubtedly however it is the colour which, especially in 
the recent paintings, strikes us first: for example when I 
visited his studio and stood in front of 2010-9 (Fig.1) I felt 
as if I was being shouted at by a crowd of people, or hit by 
a barrage of orange and red. It was the visual equivalent of 
that moment when one opens the oven door and a wave 
of heat bursts out on one of that overload of sound that 
composers and music arrangers from Wagner to Phil Spector 
have termed a ‘‘wall of sound’’.3 One instinctively steps back 
in recoil. 
Scale matters here too: 2010-9 is a very large painting! It 
is one designed for a hotel lobby and intended to make a 
powerful effect from a distance. ‘These three canvases will 
be put on the wall behind the reception facing the main 
entrance. You need to walk quite a distance to get a close 
look of the paintings. Because of their size and colour, they 
are stunning to the eyes.’ The lines appear to be going up 
and down vertically like the neon signs one sees in Asia4 on 
corners - or like the digitalised display screens in the movie 
The Matrix. When I describe the base colour of the painting 
as shocking pink he corrects me: ‘No! Neon pink and red. 
The pink colour is inspired by the city I live in. In Shanghai 
things visually are amazingly big, stunning and always 
shocking. I created this artificial space with advertising 
colour to reflect the situation of Shanghai.’
There are cultural differences here, as he notes, ‘Last time 
when I had a show in Cologne in Germany one viewer 
asked me why I painted so bright - it seemed so surreal for 
an European. But in Shanghai no one reacts to this stunning 
colour. Such colours are everywhere; they are Shanghai 
reality.’  
These colours almost physically push you back: they 
create space, or rather, it seems these rows of colours and 
crosses move out into the space between viewer and wall. 
In this they operate more like American Minimalist Dan 
Flavin’s neon light pieces than traditional painting: they 
do not create a fictive window with an illusion of space 
behind: they create space in the room. The space however 
fluctuates, for the rhythm of the crosses and the intensity of 
the colour varies a good deal. This only becomes apparent 
when we have overcome our initial assault by neo-colour. 
The closer we get and the more we get used to the vibrancy 
of colour the more detail and variance we realise there is: 
the vertical sequences can, for instance have between one 
and fourteen or more crosses in them. There is no repeated 
pattern. And, moreover, this seemingly relentless vertical 
movement is interrupted by squares that may be up to six by 
six crosses big and which, in addition, are orientated on the 
edge of the cross or rather than the centre. Being so skewed 
they seem to hover in front of the vertical columns. Indeed 
the crosses themselves are very different one from another: 
sometimes they are made with one colour, sometimes two, 
sometimes three. If we get very close we discern they are all 
slightly different: they are clearly hand painted. 
This is a far from detailed formal description: there is an 
awful lot to see! What may have initially seemed almost 
mono-tonal and merely brash transpires to be exceptionally 
complex and subtle. It is is not the same as Frank Stella’s 
1964 dictum. ‘‘What you see is what you get’’. Whereas 
American abstract painting of the Sixties (Stella, Noland, 
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of reducing it to something depressingly like a corporate 
logo, Ding Yi, like those others who have sought to reinvent 
abstraction in recent years, emphasises complexity and the 
detail.
Different colour combinations create different moods. For 
example, in contrast to 2010-9, look at 2008-25 (Fig.2), a 
predominantly green painting. It is calming: the rhythms are 
gentler, there are just a few casual chords of filled-in black 
squares. The movement however, is not up and down, but 
towards us, into our space: single isolated crosses shine at us 
like stars appearing in the night sky, or like bubbles floating 
up to the surface of a pond and popping. 
Or again, in a very different recent painting 2011-4 (Fig.3) 
colour creates a different mood and a different space. The 
viewer’s sensation is rather like that of looking down on 
the earth, as in an aerial photograph. We have a sense 
of hovering. The larger squares of white, black or green 
hover above the areas of white, black or grey crosses that 
themselves seem to hover above a black/red surface. This 
sense of hovering, of being affected phenomenologically 
by making us seem slightly out of our body as if  we 
were levitating, paradoxically involves a more heightened 
awareness of our body.
Colour creates space and mood -  our responses are 
part cultural, part ergonomic, part intuitive and poetic. 
Even though Seurat  and Signac, the masters of Neo-
Impressionism and specifically pointillism in the late 
nineteenth century, and whose work can be usefully related 
to Ding Yi, used colour theory and method, they ultimately 
relied on an intuitive, poetic sense of what was right.5 Like 
Ding Yi’s their work began very much as a response to the 
dynamism of city. In searching to express the vibrancy and 
vivacity of the new urban life they ended creating works of 
radiant stasis - a paradox not dissimilar to Ding Yi’s work. 
Theirs was a way of painting that seemed highly scientific 
but that in practice was all about mood and temperament 
(Seurat, calm, restrained; Signac, assertive, dynamic).6 
Signac’s paintings unlike those of his sometime tutor Seurat 
were increasingly bright, even lurid. His 1892 painting 
Woman at well was subtitled ‘‘decoration for a panel in half 
light’’7 He designed colours that would seem to glow in the 
half-light, indeed in his later work Signac sought to reinvent 
colour as radiance or light - and it is here especially we find 
a concordance with recent work by Ding Yi.
If the first sensation of looking at a Ding Yi painting is 
colour the final sensation, as we get up close, is of scanning 
the myriad of cross marks that compose the surface. He is 
the artist of the cross, just as Seurat was the artist of the 
dot. Yet that does not tell us much, anymore than saying 
Robert Ryman is the artist of white or Daniel Buren is of 
vertical stripes. It is a condition, a given, like the notes a 
composer makes music out of. When in 2005 he responded 
tartly to an interviewer, ‘The cross is not so important to me 
anymore. I am more concerned now with the composition of 
the whole painting, the development of the whole structure 
of the work,’8 he was seeking avoid being trademarked with 
the cross as Yue Minjun is with big teeth or On Kawara is 
with dates.   
Ding Yi has on more than one occasion noted that his 
teacher Yu Youhan ‘taught us to figure out what Cezanne 
was. At that time to be able to understand Cezanne was 
a watershed. It was extremely important.’9 A painting is a 
conglomeration of marks, never more so than in Cezanne 
where the directions of those marks (the vectors) create the 
painting - much as breaths complete a life. Each mark is in 
isolation dumb, but seen with others its nuance becomes 
apparent. 
When we first draw, as children, with pencil, crayon on 
paper or with a stick in the sand, the first mark we make is 
a line; the third type of mark is a O - a line joining itself up. 
The second mark we make is of two lines crossing X. (Imagine 
how very different Ding Yi’s work would have been if he had 
opted for the O. The circle is enclosed, the cross reaches out 
like atoms seeking molecular involvement.) His basic mark is 
as basic to our hands as breathing is to our lungs.
How do we write about abstract painting? Just as American 
abstract or formalist painting of the Sixties turned out to 
be a cul-de-sac, so formalist writing as epitomised by the 
followers of Clement Greenberg turned out to be a dry, 
academic and limiting discourse. Attempts to write about 
abstract painting in the light of French theory (Derrida et 
al.) have led to writing that is even more arcane and also 
chronically divorced from the actual physical experience of 
looking at the individual paintings one by one. We must 
always begin by describing the paintings and how they 
affect us. Metaphor may be important here: one area in 
which formalist writing was blinkered was in denying the 
variable associations painting entices from us. We understand 
the world by making comparisons. We experience the world 
through our bodies more richly if we accept synaesthesia, 
the way the senses blur together, rather than strait-jacketing 
ourselves in the modernist notion of the purity of any 
specific medium. The nature of the mind is associative or 
metaphorizing: the notion that abstraction can be pure and 
without associations is a myth.      
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25, 2008, Acrylic on tartan, 200 x 140 cm.
3 丁乙，《十示 2011-3》，2011，成品布上丙烯，
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relation to other artists. All abstract paintings reference 
the history and legacy of abstraction: Ding Yi’s those of 
Mondrian most specifically. But crucial to the development of 
abstract painting in the last twenty years has been the desire 
to re-instate the detail, to recapture the delight possible 
in detail and complexity. One could instance the Brazilian 
painter Beatriz Milhazes who has absorbed elements from 
beyond the Rio carnival to create abstractions of great 
energy and complexity; the paintings of Ethiopian/American 
Julie Mehretu that reference city plans and geometry to 
produce highly complex fictive spaces. Nor should we forget 
Gerhard Richter whose abstract paintings at their best have 
both structural complexity and emotional resonance. Letting 
in the impurities of the ‘‘real’’ world, implicitly or explicitly, 
has been crucial to most of the best work in recent years: 
witness American David Reed’s use of the filmic and the 
uncanny or Jonathan Lasker’s use of doodling. Complex, 
even problematically inconsistent space as in German Albert 
Oehlen’s work is where the future seems to lie, not in the 
flatness emphasised in that American formalist writing that 
once dominated and then stifled abstraction.10    
We are talking about re-instating the emotional, and 
reaffirming the way abstraction exists in the world between 
the world and the a viewer. As we have seen Ding Yi’s 
paintings move into our space. We respond physically as if 
we were dancers to music. This is an art of the body, where 
we responds not just with flickering eyes but body and feet 
to move in and away from the enticing details. Furthermore, 
this is an art of the body in that it is made with hand and 
fingers and bears their traces.11 It is important that Ding Yi 
makes his own painting, that they are highly autographic.
His physical approach to the painting is like that of a 
geologist measuring a rock face, looking for fissures and 
flaws and other accidents of formation: ‘On the top of the 
painting, I stand on a ladder. In the middle part, I stand. 
The lower part sitting and the lowest part, I have to sit in a 
crouch. My motion is also up and down.’ He traverses the 
painting face, making and adjusting cross after cross, eyes 
close to the surface, intent on each detail, each cluster of 
incidents, but always with a sense in his mind of the ‘‘whole 
thing’’. But there must be pauses and breaks: working 
this close to the canvas, especially when he is using the 
neon colours that assault the retina, is tough on eyes and 
concentration sapping. He says he cannot work for more 
than two hours in a stretch.
Ding Yi started to paint with neon colours in 1998. ‘I felt 
before,’ he said, ‘that my painting didn’t relate so much 
with the Chinese society I lived in. I enjoyed painting my 
own world, my own experience. It was in 1998 that I had 
a talk with an art historian from the U.S who was visiting 
my studio. He compared the art by Shanghai artists in 1998 
with the art in Paris in the 1930s. He wanted to know why 
artists in Shanghai were only revelling in their own personal 
world but didn’t make any comment on the world they lived 
in. ‘‘The city is changing drastically: how come artists don’t 
react?’’ he asked. His question made me think and looked 
at the city I lived in. It pushed the trigger of my neon colour 
series.’
The lights of a city move. They turn off and on, they flash 
and flicker, on, off, on, off... the LED signs move rapidly 
from side to side, or from top to bottom, lights swing up 
and down the facades of buildings. The colours change - 
green to blue to purple to... These colours and lights shout 
for attention: they blink ever more ferociously in a bid for 
our attention. the lights of a city seek to outdo each other: 
to be brighter. They seek to invade our eyes and mind. Even 
if we close our eyes the afterimages are still there on the 
inside of our eyelids. The Asian cities, Shanghai, Hong Kong, 
Tokyo, are perhaps the brightest in the world. 
‘Shanghai is special for me,’ Ding Yi said. ‘Shanghai sends 
signals to people, to the cities around to look up to it, to 
make their tomorrows like Shanghai’s. It is commercial, it is 
business, it is noisy, dirty, dizzy, chaotic and fast forwarding. 
In my paintings I don’t necessarily want to emphasise these 
characters. I want to keep a neutral attitude to look at my 
city and depict the city as it is.’
I commented, ‘That is rather like some of the Impressionist 
and Neo-Impressionist painters in the late 1800s. They 
stepped backward and looked at the city in a rational way, 
using optical effect to describe the modern city.’
‘I step backward too.’ Ding Yi replied. ‘But sometimes I am 
more participating too. I want to express this feeling about 
the city. I want to describe the disorder of the city. I make 
paintings really chaotically. But I always have a rational 
control. I am not just depicting what I see. I often reflect on 
what I have seen and try to get into something deeper in my 
spiritual world. I can feel spiritually lost in my neon lights. 
I want to get back to a state of mind that is mine, that is 
calm, that is a bit away from the reality. But I can’t really go 
back to the same state of mind as before.  I am searching 
for something that is floating about this world here.’ 
The most commonly used metaphor to explain abstract 
paintings is music, but as Ding Yi says that he has no ear for 
music, that he is effectively tone deaf, perhaps we should 
call it ‘‘silent music’’ or music for the tone deaf. It can be like 



























































































After spending a week in the countryside Ding Yi notes 
that he feels very lonely: ‘I need the noise and I need the 
city beat. I am a city boy and a city artist. I was born in 
downtown Shanghai and grew up in different parts of 
central Shanghai. Do you know what I do when I paint? I 
always put on a radio and always I choose a talk program, 
as if I need the sound of a human voice. It doesn’t matter if 
it is a man’s voice or woman’s voice, nor does it matter what 
kind of program it is. Sometimes it is news and sometimes a 
serial. But the strange thing is I can’t stand for a real person 
to sit beside me talking whilst I am painting. So what the 
voice is actually saying never comes into my mind: I just 
need the company of the voice.’ 
So, given this perhaps a better metaphor for his work is 
noise - specifically the noise of the city. The noise of the 
city is that of a constant hubbub, which we can hear as a 
constant, albeit fluctuating, background, or else, should 
we concentrate, as a collection of many individual sounds: 
a street vendor shouting, a car screeching to a halt, two 
women arguing over the price of some vegetable, a child 
crying, the TV in the next flat. 
If sound is a metaphor for sight, then the city at night 
present us with a constantly and rapidly changing sequence 
of sound-scapes or exceedingly complex chords. One can 
never grasp any one combination of colours and lights 
before it had been replaced with another. You are more 
aware of the lights changing than any one momentarily held 
pattern. But in these neon paintings of Ding Yi the pattern 
is one enormous, complex chord that is held in perpetuity. 
One becomes acclimatised to the volume and can go in 
close to look at some detail knowing that the other details 
would not change as actual musical notes would change in 
time. One can linger. The painting is in stasis.  This stasis is 
the moment of reflection for the hurrying man.
Why does he use the word ‘‘appearance’’ to describe his 
works? Perhaps because his work can be like breathing - 
If we look at the three scroll pieces - a form he reiterates 
in woodcuts - the motif is like a shape coming up from 
the depths of a pool to the surface, displaying itself and 
then slowly returning, receding from sight. Appearing and 
disappearing. The pulsation of these canvases, with their 
fluctuation of marks, is like breath, their rhythm is like the 
rise and fall of the chest.
Here when we say ‘‘ these are animated sur faces’’,  or 
‘‘how vibrant they are!’’ we impute life to them as if they 
were skin or some living membrane. Perhaps above all we 
associate colour with light, and light with life. And again, 
we associate life with feelings. These are on the whole, with 
all their complexities and various moods paintings about 
intensely felt experience. 
He loves his own paintings. When we asked whether like 
Barnett Newman who loved his own work he too likes to 
be photographed in front of his painting he mused, ‘‘I like 
Newman’s works. I love my own works too, like children 
of my own. I don’t want to give my paintings away, or sell 
them. Yes, I always feel regret that I didn’t take more photos 
with my painting.’’
It has often been noted that Ding Yi’s paintings look like 
aerial views. But less often noted that in those, such as 
2009-5 (Fig.4), where the colours and marks form into 
clumps or groups it is like an aerial view of people massing 
in and moving over a public space - a square or plaza. And 
here, once more, I am reminded of Giacometti and his 
sculptures of people walking over city squares. They are 
highly abstracted stick figures, a formulation Giacometti 
used to emphasise how people exist in or interact with 
space. Giacometti’s art was not just about the city, but 
about being in the city, of moving through architecture. 
This is true too of Ding Yi: but his city is one of the twenty-
first centuries. Perhaps no-one has abstracted and yet made 
more palpable its nature as well as he has done. Perhaps no-
one else has yet made such beautiful meditations on it.
1 Unless otherwise stated all quotes are from an interview by Tony Godfrey and Wang 
Kai Mei in Ding Yi’s studio 3rd May 2011.
2 As one who saw the 1994 retrospective of Mondrian at the Gementemuseum 
in Holland where the works were shown unglazed and in overhead natural light 
I know Mondrian’s works are filled with pentimenti and tentative brush-marks. In 
reproduction Mondrian seems systematic; in the flesh the paintings show signs of a 
search for balance and harmony that was clearly in fact intuitive. ; When I was young, 
I liked Mondrian, I also liked early works by Frank Stella. Mondrian gave me the 
inspiration of painting squares.’
3 The term wall of sound is often used to refer to the way jazz musician John Coltrane 
bombarded the ear with rapidly played notes or the way Phil Spector orchestrated pop 
music, such as the last album of the Beatles, with many instruments as though the 
term was first used in 1874 to describe Wagner’s use of a large but hidden orchestra.
4 I write as an person from England where LED and neon signs rarely move vertically. 
5 Signac would refer to his later work where he used small dabs or blocks of paint as 
"divisionism’’. The best texts on his work are in the catalogue for the 2001 retrospective 
exhibition at the Grand Palais, Paris and Metropolitan Museum, New York. 
6 These were also two artists with a passionate commitment to utopian politics. Their 
critic confederate Felix Feneon had attempted to blow up the future king of England 
with a bomb, but sadly failed. Signac’s funeral in 1935 was the occasion for a mass 
march of the French Communist Party. They argued that the new way of seeing and 
representing the world was a parallel revolution to that proposed by the anarchist and 
communist movements. As Signac wrote in 1902 ‘‘Let's liberate ourselves! Our goal 
must be to create beautiful harmonies.’’ op. cit. p. 16
7 Op. Cit. p. 14
8 Interview with Hans Ulrich Obrist - originally printed in Ding Yi Exhibition Catalogue 
at Ikon gallery, Birmingham, UK, 2005, reprinted in Hans Ulrich Obrist: The China 
Interviews. Hong Kong/Beijing, 2009, p. 146
9 From a 2006 interview with Zhao Chuan. quoted in "The Magician of Crosses" by 
Cao Weijin. in Orange Book. 2010. p. 236
10 The two chapters on abstraction in my book Painting Today, by way of playing on 
this two way process of refusing the world of association and accepting it, should 
have been entitled hardcore abstraction and impure abstraction. The chapter titles 
were changed to Pure Abstraction and Ambiguous Abstraction against my wishes by 
the publisher. 
11 In a famous 1967 article - ‘‘Art and Objecthood’’ - attacking minimal art formalist critic 






























3“音墙”即“声音的墙”。这个概念用来形容爵士音乐家约翰 · 柯川（John Coltrane）














































140×160 cm。Ding Yi, Appearance of Crosses 2009-
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